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Only bansuri music free

There are many different types of flutes. Some are blown sideways while others are blown straight on. Different countries have their own versions of flutes, with the more popular ones being those made by Indians, Japanese, and Chinese. Of course, there are also the more complicated Western concerted
reels used by professional musicians who are part of an orchestra. Flute music is created when a series of characters is damaged by opening and closing the holes on the instrument's body. When the air explodes into the hole, the air inside the flute's hollow tube gets excited. Various submissions are
achieved by blowing harmoniously or fundamentally into the tube, apart from covering the holes in the flute body. Flute music and sheets are easily available for download online today and can be used by both novice and professional flute players at their shows. There are solos and ensemble pieces also
available. Flute music may also fall under genres such as Broadway musical, traditional, nursery rhymes, pop rock, gospel and contemporary. Practically, any song can become flute music, although original compositions are getting quite popular today. Many flute artists and performers create their own
CDs to share their songs and compositions with others who appreciate the coolness and calmness of flute music. Flute music is usually associated with Native Americans who usually use this instrument for their many activities. Traditional and historical musical works are now explored and played by
today's ambitious beginners. Page 2 Inspiring and positive summer house track will bring a sunny mood to your project. Perfect for summer visualizations and travel video, inspirational media projects, clubbing scenes, etc. Main instruments ar: electronic flute, piano, bass, drums, sound effects, sampled
sound cushion. This stock music, without atmospheric royalty, played with Chinese authentic ethnic instrument (bamboo flute) creates a new space for us. Its mesmerizing mood is excellent for your travel videos, geographical documentaries, and nature videos, chilled world music background or any kind
of video where you want a soft and ethically relaxing atmosphere. Thanks for listening and purchasing! It is emotional and gentle world music without royalties ideal for accompanying a romantic Bollywood story. With Bensuri and a beautiful female voice, Sitar, Tenfora and Sard. Perfect for everlasting
love, Indian wedding reception, romance, or engagement. Сhina Nature is a beautiful and atying track, full of words and gentle. Great for travel and ethnic movies, nature and meditation videos, landscapes and much more. Also perfect for romantic and sentimental scenes, Asian and Chinese backgrounds
and much more. Mood: Relax, tranquillity, light, flowing, epic, mystery, romantic, instruments: Hulusi flute, wind chimes, percussion, rain stick, Jazz melody pads easy listening with bossa nova rhythm and light summer mood. Nice background for focus, like waiting music, for malls, elevators, trading
centers, travel videos, presentations, family trip videos, product advertising, luxury hotel promo videos, cruise ship vacation videos, lifestyle videos or more. A meditative traditional Indian song with sitar, tanfora and bamboo flute in Bensuri. Perfect for presentations, presentations, video blogs and any
project that deals with yoga and deep relaxation. A lively, good flute combines with playful percussion elements to create a sense of comic mystery and suspense, as if a cartoon character is sneaking into something before making a prank. Very useful for animation, games or cartoon themes. This
dynamic tropical summer, a fashion runway with pop and electro elements will inspire and encourage you to new projects. Good for sports scenes, YouTube, TV advertising, etc. A sweet romantic melody in the Celtic tradition. The room features a gentle and jolting accompaniment of strings. Uplifting and
joyful with a touch of nostalgia and old-fashioned values. The flute melody is supported by Dolsimer and Harp expressions. This Irish romantic theme is useful for videos about eternal love, the elf kingdom, fantasy cartoons or a fairytale narration. A calm, atmospheric and exotic track was recorded with
Indian flute Bansuri. Great for deep meditation, yoga music, travel and lifestyle, nature, documentary, soundscapes, spa, and all kinds of beautiful and relaxing backgrounds. Thank you for listening and purchasing. A dreamy and emotional route with a magical and easy mood. Musical instruments include
piano, harp, flute, celeste. Great for movies, presentation, heartwarming moments, wedding videos. Beautiful ethical music with flute, strings, percussion, electronic pads and mysterious voices. Perfect for nature, various theme videos, travel vlogs, YouTube projects, presentation, trailers, presentations as
a backdrop. A unique work that combines globally esthy music with classical orchestration. Includes piano, strings, flutes, dullesmer, exotic percussion and maramba. Best for travel documentaries, jungle scenes, exotic landscapes, African safaris, or wildlife content. Oriental background track. Perfect for
ethnic projects, evening movies, Turkish, Persian culture or history. It's a soft, quiet atmospheric track, with flute and smooth, delicate pads. This beautifully soft and reflected work is perfect for film productions interested in creating a peaceful and warm mood, romantic films, heavenly scenes, love fantasy
and illusions, relaxed videos and more. A Halloween-style children's segment with a sense of 'haunted house'. Sounds a little scary but nothing too scary for young consumers. Horror-style instrumentation is often softened with more magical musical expressions. Includes pizzicato chalo phrases with
mysterious music box and flute elements. Useful for kids games and applications involving witches, bizarre Strange landscapes, scary characters etc. Stylish and slow medium samba dance. Latin percussion, brimbo, upright bass, acoustic guitar, brass and rhythm of Brazil. Good for movies, commercial,
circus show, fun events and nothing more can be used in many different ways. A sweet Irish song was played with violins, flutes, medolins and percussion. This melodic Celtic melody is great for romantic wedding, St. Patrick's Day celebration, Gaelic legend, fantasy movie, nature landscape, etc. A classic
and traditional Japanese/Eastern far-east itinerary, featuring Koto, Schmiesen, Taiko and the traditional flute Of Vuczacci. A happy tropical melody with a tense rhythm and a catchy melody. With ethnic flute, various percussion instruments, harp and celeste. Suitable for video games with forest, jungle or
island themes. Productions or advertisements related to children can be used. Imagine a small colorful island with coconut trees, clear sand and colorful birds. Dramatic and contemporary music with atmospheric sound and relaxed mood. Good background for scientific projects, science fiction videos,
high-tech developments, technological innovations, dramatic events, documentaries, health videos and epidemic videos, urban environment videos or more. A beautiful medieval melody featuring a flowing flute and dullesimer offers a light Victorian-style theme that hints at a romantic story, love or beauty.
The melody includes English characters that make it unique if applied in beautiful surroundings or environments such as garden, countryside, tourism or historical monument. Сalm and pleasant orchestra music track background. Used string ensemble, piano, flute, glycanspiel, chlo. Good as a slow and
relaxed background for all videos and projects. Suitable for cartoon animation, fairy tales, cute romantic videos or family movie archive. Warm and relaxing ambient music with cinematic mood and transparent atmosphere. Cool background for inspirational spices, philosophical quotes, prayer videos,
medite and pensive projects, yoga, drone videos, nature landscapes and more. This royalty-free stock music with Indian flute instrument Bensuri creates a new place for us to explore. Its mesmerizing mood is excellent for your travel, geography, documentaries, nature videos, life story projects in India, a
chilled world music background, or any video where you want a soft and ethically relaxing atmosphere. This itinerary is great for Arabic and ethnic scenes, desert and oriental landscapes, world travel videos, Aladdin-style movies, etc. Musical instruments and instruments: percussion, Arabic flute,
synthesizer pads, shakers, drum. A trendy tropical house tune with a fresh and stylish atmosphere. Good choice for summer vacation, nightclub parties, hot fashion show, YouTube vlogs, lifestyle clips, stylish commercials, and more. Musical instruments: flutes, leads, synthesizer, drums, percussion and
funny A peaceful and beautiful creation ideal for pure relaxation. It would also be ideal for yoga, meditation, aromatherapy, scenes of nature, narration and general funeral. A relaxing journey through a peaceful forest, including flute, choirs and harp. Very bitter music and atmosphere. Traditional Chinese
including Flute Xiao, Pamade Bell, Yangqin and background voices backed by flushing zonal harmonies creates relaxing, yet mysterious oriental background theme, designed for relaxation, spiritual healing to convey a sense of Asian lifestyle. Asian electronic music, featuring traditional Chinese flute,
strings, cythar and synthesizer percussion, creates an energetic and optimistic mood. Works well for Asian-related projects like YouTube travelvlog, living in Singapore, Shanghai or Hong Kong, the fashion industry in China, and other ethnic projects. A bouncy ethnic route filled with the haunting and
mysterious atmosphere of Africa or native Americans. This itinerary is great for safaris, video game adventures, wild jungle rides, sacred shamanic rituals, primitive and traditional scenes, tribal sounds and much more. Musical instruments: African drums, shakers, percussion, jungle flute, synthesizer pads,
bass, elegant poetry and New Age emotional music with a subtle sound of the piano and wood flute. Just feel the sensations of the early mornings and their sunrises. Would be a good helper for the documentary, inspirational videos, beautiful ads, and any other project where you need a nice emotional
piano background. The Eastern Drum and Bass Track is mixed with Asian ethnic musical instruments and pumping club beats. Perfect for escalating battle scenes, martial arts games, kung fu battle, samurai spirit, karate battle and anything requiring high intensity. Graceful and magical Royalty-free Indian
music for your unique projects. This ethnic soundtrack in the world will appeal to Bollywood fans who appreciate the authentic, sophisticated and elegant sound. This music theme includes traditional dishes like sitar, immersion, bansuri, tempura, senator, bamboo flute and several others. It would be great
for any projects related to India. Still, you can also use it in your day's modern commercials, promos, movies, trailers, video games, YouTube content, travel and nature videos and more... Enjoy!! Traditional Chinese music is noble and enchanting, featuring traditional Asian strings and flutes. Perfect for
games, grain or features with a traditional Chinese royal atmosphere. Gentle harp glissando opens the track creating an instant strange magical effect then as the track builds a pleasant flute melody and is played creating a dreamlike atmosphere that offers the feeling of floating or travelling slowly. Very
useful for small video timeline productions or themes for children. An adventurous and magical orchestral work in the spirit of Disney/Pixar. This song is perfect for the opening of a children's film or an adventurous family. This song features a large orchestra and pan flutes. A completely peaceful course.
Quiet and Ideal for meditation, yoga, sleep therapy, positive energy flow. Also suitable for a journey from Sikan to a place of fantasy, healing practice reiki, narration. World-class, world-class and modern music are merged together to create a unique soundtrack for various media projects. A wonderful
thematic orchestration that takes place as a musical story with a sense of admiration and wonder. Includes piano, strings, flute, dullesimer, chellour, exotic percussion, marimba, bells, bongo. Great for wild nature documentary, amazing timelapse, travel world travel. Also suitable for artistic installations, or
innovations in ecological technology. A quiet night is a popular Christmas hymn. Flute plays melody, orchestral strings and piano make a massive but warm and wide background. This modern Indian melody with the amazing Bollywood spirit cost the millionaire the puzzles from Mumbee. Including
Bensuri, Sitar, Tanfora, Tembi, Tambale, Dholak. Best for cinematic storymaking, travel videos, world trekking, adventures and uplifting projects. This inspiring worldbeat sounds will raise the mood and give a fresh start! Have fun with it! An elite tribal music with a dark atmosphere and mesmerizing
rhythms. Great for African safari videos, wild jungles, hunting scenes, and more. Musical instruments: large drums, shakers, percussion, wood flute, synth pads, bass. CHRISTMAS SPIRITS has a special blend of bells and piano music with mainly dominated by wonderful flute work. The music is full of
festive mood. A melody created for jungle or forest scenes. Theme environment inspired by nature with fx rainforests and birds alike instrumentation, inspired by the classic DK soundtrack. A relaxed, relaxed Indian-style world music track with a serene Flute Bensouri tune featuring Suntor, Sitar, Tenfora
and soft synthesizer pads. It advertises a warm feeling and a calm mood. Will work perfectly with any media related to yoga, meditation and India. Midnight Cocktail - is a lo-fi and chill track featuring flutes, guitar, jazzy piano, melodica, and beats that create a relaxed and relaxed atmosphere. This
background music creates the perfect mood for cocktail time. It is also perfectly suited for projects on top-class society or a Victorian palace hotel with a large oceanfront terrace. Modern cinematic background music with Hollywood sound. With drive cords, powerful percussion, celestial female vocals and
Celtic flute. This victory track is perfect for epic fantasy movies, imaginary adventure, RPG gameplay, brave heroes, and more. A new era track evokes enigma style and deep forest. With dudok, marimba and wooden percussion that create an inspiring and secular mood. Ideal for documenting national
geography, ancient Peruvian Inca culture, Amazonian exploration, South American travel, cultural and historical reviews, etc. A little island talent with flute, steel drums and lead guitar. Not specific to the island style but gives a sense of island bliss. If you're on this island time For you. Futuristic ambient
sounds in which synthesizers are covered in flute from Lutron. Suitable for sci-fi cece on cosmic space and time travel, Nasa's space shuttle program, Milky Way exploration or new galaxy discovery. Ocean Of Freedom - a modern summer anthem, inspiring and motivating with guitars, drums, piano and
synth. Perfect for travel vlogs, party, hopes and dreams, romantic escape, open road, reality TV, club videos, openers, Instagram lifestyle content, iOS and Android App promos, YouTube and Vimeo videos, and more. A good slow mood, inspired by a love of nature, green valleys and mountain rivers.



Flutes develop the melody with a playful medieval children's adventure track feel with a sense of intrigue and an adventure melody featuring piano, flute, pizzicato strings, xylophone and synthesizer effects. A good thying tune adds adventure to the children feeling towards the style of the track while
maintaining a playful edge. Very useful for theme adventures or scene involving a character, perhaps a small animal crawling along, suggesting intrigue and discovery. The theme of ethnic music from Asia blended with modern cinematic textures. This mystical music creates a majestic and unforgettable
atmosphere perfect for suspenseful movie soundtrack, ancient movie trailers, movie openers, Asian documentaries, Asian travel travel and more. It is based on guzheng, gauhu, strings, chlo, piano, bass, flutes, percussion and wind instruments. It is a Middle Eastern Arab route, conducted by another, An
Arab flute and percussion. Great for Eastern and Middle Eastern projects, Africa and desert scenes, Arab documentary, oriental background and more. A positive, light tropical house music similar to Kygo, Cut Your Teeth, with a happy, uplifting feel. Includes a synthesizer flute, steel drums and an
electronic rhythm segment. This background music is suitable for YouTube summer vlogs, a beachfront vacation, travel memories, outdoor parties, a celebration of life, or other cool and fashionable events. Happy medieval festive music is suitable for Renaissance era, banquet, carnivals and fairytale
landscapes. Includes acoustic guitar, psychlo, violin and flutes. Games and movies can be used with celebrations in those times when there were kings, queens and pitch clowns. A relaxing piece of world music performed with traditional Chinese musical instruments. Perfect for practicing chi gong, tai chi,
yoga, healing methods or any meditation methods. You can also use it for relaxed nature videos. Documentary background on films and video projects. Musical instruments on this track are piano, stakato, cello, viola, violins, flute, celeste. &lt; 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 &gt; Page 3 Cinematic track influenced
by adventure films like The Story of the Mummy, Indiana Jones, Scorpion King. Perfect as background music for movie trailers, final credits, travel TV shows, or any other media that needs epic hybrid music. Dreamy, whirling Creation, with harps, flutes, voices, and fairy mood. Magical sounds involve the
listener in the vortex of strange mysteries. This soundtrack will perfectly highlight fantastical stories about bogeys, underwater worlds, or parallel realities. Works well for intro search, opening scene, sci-fi video game background, or finale credits. A soothing, royalty-free melody with an elegant electric
piano, string hits, vocal cuts and sweet beats. This lush and smooth background music is best for hotel lobby, coffee and lounge areas, sensual advertisements, call hold music, romantic visuals and more. An invigorating and completely peaceful track. Features a soft harp motif, atmospheric flute melody,
gentle fx. A very relaxed and thought-provoking piece. Smooth tropical chill track with female vocal, flute sound and digital synthesizer effects. Ideal as background music for coffee lounge instore music, gift tensions, holiday holidays, luxury goods, real estate and fashion. Traditional Oriental instruments
used such as tambora, Chinese flute, erhu and bongo drums create a sense of Middle Eastern atmosphere suitable for global projects. A peaceful and beautiful environmental route. Perfect for long days of contemplation. Also ideal for meditation, spa treatments, stone massage, and other alternative
medicine methods. A relaxing and peaceful world lurch song featuring beautiful flutes and calm bells. Perfect for anything related to Asia, the Himalayas or even a Celtic theme. Also suitable for cultural documentaries, fantasy narration, fairy tales, children's projects, good magician magic and more. An
uplifting summer house track. Includes a severed flute melody, a different fx solid rhythm. Very optimistic and positive. Café del Mar style. Like Kygo, Ed Sheeran, Avicii. Perfect for all kinds of media like euphoric beach party, summer vacation, advertising, water sports, commercial promos, etc. A New
Age atmospheric route, featuring hot pads and exotic flute. Ideal for spa, yoga, meditation, relaxation and other related healing methods. China Travel is a traditional new Eastern instrumental, which is perfect for any material related to China or Asia. Chinese percusses, flute and lyteur add the calm ethnic
taste to this piece of music and your project as well. A cosy flute and piano strings with gentle string gusts underneath lie down to play gently creating a soft, slightly emotional Christmas tune hinting at snow or night over Christmas season. A graceful, magical classic Hollywood-themed orchestra, will
instantly get you in the mood for a fantastic adventure! Suitable as Disney sounds like music for video games, movies, commercials, or trailers. An atmospheric and magical melody of a new era. Features include a recorder melody and a subtle feel. Very calm and relaxing. Traditional Japanese melody
with Koto and With a reflective, beautiful sound. Make a walk into ancient Japan. Music that penetrates the most hidden corners of the soul, puts the body into relaxation mode, and stops the flow of thought. Suitable as a backdrop for Japanese culture, historical documentary about samurai, meditation,
spiritual revelation and more. Beautiful ethnic flute and natural sounds create a calm and peaceful atmosphere, full of peace and blessings. Great for travel documentaries and Asian themed films, relaxing spa presentation videos, nature landscapes and meditation, early morning, Tai Chi Chuan practice,
Chinese culture background and more. A vibrant and traditional oriental-style melody with a magical mood. Ideal for use for Asian oriental projects, celebrations and festive events, travel videos, tai chi practice, and topics based on Chinese culture. Soundsib lush environment with a combination of pads in
the Middle East, Arab percussion, darbuka, flute. This mesmerizing tune evokes scenes in the Far East, trailers in the desert, Eastern Mystery, Long-Awaited Oasis, 1001 Nights and Sheherazade. Ideal as background music for OAE travel video, fire shows, sensual belly dancing. Ideal for documentaries
and TV. Heavenly Celtic, New Age composition. Meditive soft. Suitable for videos on nature, meditation, yoga class, reiki and holistic medicine. Also ideal for mini games, narration, and deep relaxation. Traditional instruments such as marimba, flute and percussion provide a relaxed atmosphere. This
itinerary was designed with a sense of freedom and feels a good mood, which is very suitable for advertising purposes, travel film, and African documentary subjects. Beautiful tropical house track with a fresh feel and inspiring poetry. Great for summer vacation, nightclub parties, hot fashion show,
YouTube vlogs, lifestyle videos, stylish commercial music and more. Musical instruments: flutes, leads, synthesizer, drums, percussion. An orchestral melody for a video game loop with a peaceful melodic line but a sense of underlying tension. There is a recurring theme to give the sense of time passing
with additional elements added over, well, time! A fun and cheerful loop featuring guitar, flutes, clarinet and percussion that gives a sense of being the grandeur and celebrations of the Renaissance and the Middle Ages. Great for games! Breath of spring, soft but energetically positive. Arapagio acoustic
guitar, flute and bell tune. Light and happy New Age music consisting of flute, muted electric guitars, acoustic guitars and drums. Perfect track for promotional videos, advertisements, advertisements, YouTube videos, business presentations, music without royalties for podcasts, music and phone hold.
The Chiloop track, featuring various FX vocal sounds and a synthesizer. Ideal for luxury goods, stylish travel projects, phone-waiting music and urban projects. Also good street fashion, coffee lounge, design projects, narration, or just listening! Pop/dance loop with semi-tropical feel featuring Synthesizers,
flute, steel drums and bass. Possible uses can range from dance/movement scenes, workout videos, etc. Romantic background and enigma-style environmental pop melody. With delicate synthesizers and pan flute solos, soothing sounds of the sea, and soothing electronic drums. It can be used as a
creation of relaxed music for commercial websites, documentaries, weather forecasts, nature timelapse, and more. Funny track, clumsy and very lively. You can use it for mini games, cartoon animations. Also good for funny scenes, kids projects, cartoon, funny pets, puppetry, travel, food, short videos,
fun etc. A medieval and Celtic itinerary featuring a harp, nyckelharpa, and a flute. Perfect for medieval video games and fantasy and documentary drugs. A mysterious and mysterious instrumental track with the intricate sound of synthesizer pads, harp, flute, piano, strings and sound fx. Great for
suspense scenes, long-term thinking, standby time, puzzle games, thriller movies, CSI investigation, documentary about unsolved mystery or secrets'. A positive tropical house with flute, piano strings, sound ribs and a light summer atmosphere. Great for summer projects, pool party, leisure vacation,
fashion campaign, downshifting, and more. Western folk instrumental music with violin, banjo, American flutes, acoustic guitar, ethnic percussion and more. Perfect for cinematic projects, video travel on Texas, rural people, cowboys of the Old West, Wild West, free spirit, wild hearts, Cowboys and
Western movies, American nature reserves, etc. Upbeat backup music performed by Flute and Classical Orchestra. Funny track, clumsy and very lively. You can use it for mini games, cartoon animations. Also good for funny scenes, kids projects, cartoon, funny pets, puppetry, travel, food, documentaries,
short videos, fun etc. An elegant chikut track in nature. With haunting harp and flute melodies, various natural fx and subtle touches of bells and cello. Cheerful flute, happy piano and sweet bells create a cute and friendly theme useful for children's music or animal theme. The melody is very gentle and
innocent, creating a loving atmosphere with many sweet, feel-good elements. Emotional orchestral track, touching and sentimental. A soft, warm piano accompanied by beautiful solo strings and woodwinds that drive an expressive melody. A pleasant and relaxed melody reminiscent of waking up in the
woods. With a combination of musical instruments such as bagpipes, flute and sampled bird songs. Don't be free to use this melody in various multimedia projects. An old analog synthesizer meets a flute in a mysterious space. They are surrounded by light bells, a careless and processed drumbeat. An
upbeat and positive orchestral acting loop similar to a traditional Victorian-era song. This music is filled with the spirit of adventures of the early pioneer settlers. It starts included in a typical farm game but changes into an almost cinematic feel with Immersive melody. A calm world beats the chillout track
with real Bensuri recorders, Indian drums. Perfect for routine qigong videos, yoga tutorials, Reiki healing practice, tantra, meditation classes and any project related to relaxation or internal brain practice. A very soft, heavenly song featuring flute, a distant male choir, piano and soft pads. Very softening
and graceful. This exotic and very romantic royalty free Indian soundtrack is flawlessly designed in a perfect Bollywood cinematic tradition! Dazzling and enchanting, this spectacular melody is flavored with the extraordinary sounds of sitar, bansuri (Indian flute), tabla, tanpura and sarangi that will perfectly
complement your documentary, Indian wedding and romantic stories, ethnic trailers, lifestyle projects in India, you tube content, Indian fashion shows, corporate videos, travel and nature projects. Also use it at your grand opening, introductions and landscape projects and you will feel happier and more
comfortable than ever! Happy subject for children including flute, clarinet, marimba, bassoon and light drums. Experimental modern classical composition. Flute and a harp duet with a strange and sedentine mood. Perfect for cinematic projects, scenes of memories and imaginary visions, puzzle games,
artistic projects or original theatre performances. A playful variety of musical instruments including oboe, piccolo flute, bells, strings, a trap and wooden blocks create a delicate, sweet melody suitable for children or animation projects. The melody was designed to include many ups and downs expressing
positiveness and joy with simple instrumental outbursts throughout. The bells create a happy and cute advantage to the subject, making it ideal for animal theme music or creative video projects to convey a simple impression. Slow, peaceful, meditative trajectory. Very peaceful and relaxing. Ideal for spa,
alternative medicine, study, daydreaming, nature music. A sensitive, enriching melody featuring a leading flute and acoustic guitar. Also includes gentle wind counters and occasional glucanspiel motifs. Very relaxing and peaceful. A relaxed cinematic composition with a Celtic-flavored orchestral theme.
An ideal underline for romantic drama, fantasy or fairytale storylines, distant dreams, magical stories, traditional Gaelic documentaries, beautiful nature scenery. Beat and authentic Middle Eastern melody, to match an orcular project on the area. With musical instruments like another, Darbuka and Flute
Ney. A playful and funny track featuring pijica strings, flutes and harp. Great for casual games, puzzles and videos for kids. An uplifting Latin itinerary with a warm tropical feel. Includes Spanish guitar, flute, percussion, horns, bass. Great for scenes of people dancing and having a good time, street
carnival, beach parties, travel channel, etc. A very calm and peaceful ambient track / new era track, featuring flute, guitar and various synths. Suitable for relaxation, exotic dreamy type projects and Chill-out track. Stylish and relaxed, suitable for many productions including: travel, luxury, spa, nature,
relaxation, countryside etc. West, country folk and instrumental music in traditional Americana sound. With harmonica, banjo, ukulele, violin, slide guitar, manoeur, flute. Perfect for your videos, games with a theme of country living outdoor activities. A cheerful orchestral track is perfect for cartoons or
comedy productions. Flute, clarinet and high pitzicto singalves play the main part while a low favor performs the simple bass line. Can be useful in any advert for lifestyle, comedy, animation for children. This uplifting, inspiring and joyful Middle Eastern background music is great for the announcement of
the month of Ramadan. Good for Middle Eastern documentaries, Ramadan music, video festivities, films, Eid al-Adha, and any kind of Oriental, ethnic, Islamic and video project holidays. Deep atmosphere of the forest tonight, good for relaxation. Flute, senator and ethnic percussion do magic on this track.
&lt; 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 &gt; Mysterious Page 4, Polling Sonata for Harp and Flute. This relaxed and classic tune will be perfect for romantic films, artistic documentaries, nature videos etc. Jazz/chillout hybrid track. A combination of double bass, flute and digital effects. The melody sinks into a cosmic,
slightly cosmic feel as if everything around it is flooded with neon light. Background music is ideal for suspense scenes, bad guys, espionage, conspiracy, smoky bars, and crime in progress. An inspiring emotional cinematic trajectory. Ideal music backround for sentimental videos, motivational and
uplifting presentations, wedding videos, heartfelt and romantic movie trailer. Musical instruments on this track are piano, churla, viola, violin, flute, horns, drums. An emotional piano track for the romantic film, reflective moments, heartfelt drama. Musical instruments on this track are piano, cello, viola,
violins, flute, celeste. A powerful cinematic epic trailer inspires with an emotional and dynamic mood. With orchestral strings, wind instruments, flutes, piano, taiko percussion. Perfect for cinematic backgrounds, inspirational and motivational videos, powerful superhero trailers, patriotic movies, teasers,
video gameplay and other heroic projects. A cheerful song inspired by Gal Synth. Pretty funky and positive. Ideal background for fit videos, cardio training and sports. Also like standby music or optimistic corporate presentations. Funny, lively and summery melody with a good sense of humor, bouncy
melody and good vibrations. There's a strong tropical feel to it. Includes flute, clarinet, xylophone, ukulele, harp and percussion. Suitable for video games, cartoons and related children's productions. Imagine a small colourful island with lush coconut trees, clean yellow sand and colorful painted animals
spinning. A cheerful techno house track with a happy rhythm. It definitely works for fashion commercials, luxury goods, and fashion Also suitable for night party, glamorous events, club scenes, chilled summer atmosphere and more. Ethnic array of Southeast Asian instrumentation. With Gamlan, gong,
wind counters, shakuahchi flute, strings, asian backing vocals and percussion. Offers a journey or adventure which makes it very useful for Vlog travel or a background theme for documentary tourism. A great colored song to elevate your mood. The main instruments are flute, strings and environmental
sounds like birds. Elegant and soft and sweet acoustic composition including piano, ukulele and strings. This cinematic background music caught the viewer's attention and will evoke feelings of love, happiness and romance. Will be well suited to a wide range of romantic projects with a theme of love,
romance, friendship, family and more. A catchy, modern summer pop track that brings back images of eternal sunshine and endless horizon. This itinerary is good for summer-related projects, seaside vacation, tropical island, cruise, beach resort, Instagram photo, etc. West, country folk and instrumental
music in traditional Americana sound. With harmonica, banjo, ukulele, violin, slide guitar, manoeur, flute. Perfect for your videos, games with a theme of country living outdoor activities. A legendary adventure-style itinerary that includes oriental poetry, oriental string section, sitar, tambora, shakuhachi flute
and deep drums that provide a beautiful representation in an Oriental style that hopes for exploration and wonder. The shelf itself was designed to offer to achieve goals and to be successful such as climbing a mountain. Great for promo movies, time lapse or travel vlog. This itinerary is great for ethnic
and oriental scenes, desert and Arab landscapes, world tour shows, documentary TV. Musical instruments and orchestral instruments: Darbuka, Egyptian nee flute, synthesizer pads, shakers and a toff, elegant composition bass, soft and uplifting acoustic piano with a motivational view. This music theme
is sure to grab your viewer's attention and evokes feelings of love, happiness, and romance. This background music will be well suited to a wide range of projects. A sentimental inspirational indie song featuring a light melody of acoustic guitar lite piano and flute and strings. This song is perfect for
promotional videos, commercials, commercials, YouTube videos, corporate presentations and more! A quick mix of quirky cinematic orchestral instruments creates a good fun and relaxing musical composition that includes bells, flute and cheeky comic traps. Full of life and happiness, ideal for caricature,
fun or a happy scene suggests children play either Disney cartoon character and a meditatively serene song scene that includes a gentle flute melody and harp. Soft pads and delicate windsches also feature, making this itinerary an ideal route for studying, relaxing, spa treatments, standby, podcasts and
voiceovers. Beautiful epic motivational track with a powerful and inspiring and heroic mood. Main They're heroism, superhero power, patriotism. Ideal background music for trailer, presentation, adventure movies, fantasy movies, movie credit sequence, Hollywood movies. Instruments: piano, chlo, viola,
violins, strings, stakato strings, drums, flute, choir. A peaceful ethnic track featuring a Chinese zitter 'Zhego Zhengga', Asian bells and a beautiful violin tune. Imagine watching over endless green mountains or rice paddies. It's peaceful Vietnam. Peaceful and relaxed acoustic atmosphere. Features a
traditional Asian bamboo flute. Very melodic, mesmerizing, medite and warm-hearted. Orchestral and some tribal music. Anxious and a little mysterious. A quick piano is accompanied by a percussion rhythm with vibraphone and tribal flutes. Suitable for cinema, commercials and comum. This itinerary is
great for Arab and ethnic scenes, desert and oriental landscapes, world travel shows and more. Musical instruments and instruments: percussion, flute expressions, synthesizer pads, bass and vocals. A beautiful and emotional romantic song, but lyrical. With a hybrid orchestra sound of strings,
percussion, flute and live piano. This elegant and royal background music is great for fantasy adventures, romantic legend, discovery videos, social projects, cinematic trailer and more. Emotional trajectory inspires sentimentality. Consists of piano, orchestral strings, flute, soft drums. A good solution for
spiritual projects, eternal love, images of happiness, charity, mercy and grace, family and children. Enjoy! This upbeat and resourceful itinerary clears the way for a new dawn with motivational and inspiring melodies and beats. This simply beautiful summer pop tune brings a lot of positive energy and joy.
Suitable for a sunny vacation, happy commercial, pool party on the beach, YouTube videos and more. A new era track is delicate, peaceful and peaceful. With soft maritas, flute and a gentle natural volley. Ideal for presentations, waiting for music, timelapse nature, etc. A lively and cheerful Celtic folk
song featuring the authentic sounds of Irish tradition, including violin and flute. Melody and Earth, this track will convey a sense of joy, happiness, peace, hope, peace of mind. Middle Eastern Arabic music including Bouzouki, Bellamyas, Zorna and dynamic percussion. Great for travel videos, desert
landscapes, Arabic culture, Egyptian traditions, historical documentaries about old Persia, ancient ruins of Turkey, and more. Light atmospheric trajectory. An oriental melody played in the flute. A little percussion in the background. A colorful and very delicate instrumental track featuring a large variety of
musical instruments such as piano, flute, xylophone, wooden blocks and delicate strings to create a fun, happy, flowing children's-style track with beautiful flowing ups and downs throughout. A very catchy children's tune provides a cheerful atmosphere ideal for cartoon or animation. This unique piece of
music combines a playful childish melody with an emotional piano On a super-modern electronic groove. It sounds powerful, creative, innovative, touching - perfect for your media project! Main instruments: piano, glycanspiel, synth, flute, applause, electronic drums. A fun, playful and playful song with a
catchy melody including bassoon, pisticato strings, flute and clarinet. Ideal for children's cartoons, TV commercials, video games or a children's montage. Also works in silly and cheeky scenes, reality shows, or radio jingles. Calm and quiet track in a calm mood. It includes a piano, percussion and Asian
flute. Good for relaxation video, yoga, reiki, meditation. It is a magical and dreamy melody featuring flute, piano, strings and bells. Perfect for background music for touches on romantic performances, wedding reception, beautiful love story, and memorable moments. A chic, fresh melody of a tropical
summer house. Great for summer vacation, nightclub parties, hot fashion show, YouTube vlogs, lifestyle videos, travel videos, beach vacation, stylish commercial and more. Musical instruments: flutes, guitar, synthesizer, drums, percussion. Lively and abatmpo, but also some cool, cunning jazz music
with some elements of mamba, full of fun and happiness. Great for funny and funny situations, cooking and food shows, lounge and café backgrounds, dangerous and adventurous moments, crime in action stories, retro movies and much more projects. The loving and simplistic naughty kids piece hints at
the beauty and happiness featuring guitar, strings and sweet instrumental flute expressions. Very useful for children's or educational purposes. A relaxed approach to the typical inspirational style. This loop retains the inspiring elements but in a relaxed environment with a beautiful flute tune. An exciting
and beautiful cinematic performance of the popular festive song. A hot solo piano accompanied by a piccolo and a flute. Conveys warmth, consideration and emotion. Funky, relaxed melody and hip-hop. Features include an uplifting flute melody, relaxed beats and various vox effects. Ideal for podcasts,
promotional videos, presentations, etc. Funny orchestral track is perfect to add some comic elements to your productions. Musical instruments are flute, clarinet, strings, and percussion. Playful background music for animated cartoons, cheerful ads, children's games or comedy. The village festival is a
loop with an Irish atmosphere, joyful and rhythmic, with authentic strings, flute and violin. Great for country, medieval or Celtic-style projects. It's a graceful and magical Bollywood cinematic route with no royalties for your unique projects. It's an ethnic soundtrack of world music that will appeal to fans who
appreciate authentic, sophisticated and elegant sound. This music theme includes traditional instruments like bansuri, sitar, tabla, tempura, senator. It would be great for any projects related to India. Still, you can also use it in your day's modern commercials, movies, trailers, travel and nature videos and
Thank you for listening and purchasing. A cooled, inspired tropical house track. With a cheerful flute sound that provides the leading melody. Under a slow, funky house rate. Perfect for podcasts, travel documentaries, summer vacation videos, etc. A flute of soft vocals against the backdrop of the African
bluff (3000) sends the listener into the African jungle. Chillin At The Beach is a relaxed retro hip-hop summer track with soft synthesizer pads, synth bass and acoustic guitar. Imagine cruising with a boat around caribbean beaches, light waves reflecting sunshine and life just feeling great. It's chilin at the
beach. This cinematic new era music combines modern and relaxing style while simultaneously peaceful and inspiring. The Marimba leads the grazing keys, bouncy bass and dream flute to create a perfect itinerary for travel, nature, cinema, documentary, commercials and more. An energetic corporate
track featuring real guitars, pianos, drums and an electronic express. Use electronic guitar, piano, soft drums and flute melody. This song is perfect for promotional videos, commercials, commercials, movie trailers, movie scores, TV commercials, YouTube videos, corporate presentations and more! A
wide digital synthesizer with percussion makes a positive and calm naw to a state of mind. Flute and electric guitar play a nice tune. Travel to Asia with this wonderful piece of royalty-free music for the landscapes and the sheer diversity of culture and religion! Magical guitars and ethnicity and strings,
spatial and captivating percussion, unique woodwinds and big hits will certainly do the trick for your travel projects, documentaries, movies, entrances and opens, trailers, video games, commercials, promos and YouTube channels! Try it now and you will be more than happy with the result! Enjoy it today!
Soft and light music is performed by Whistler and Khalil. Suitable for romantic video or nature. With a simple, repetitive piano tune accompanied by upbeat drums, an acoustic guitar chosen with a finger, a ukulele with flute, bass and a triangle, this song has bright chords and a medium sense of joy. A
slight Bosa-Nova tune with the push to get up and dance. This smooth, rhythmic groove is the best choice as beach party background music, a romantic candlelit dinner, a good time with food and friends, or just for projects that need a positive neutral atmosphere. A modern downtempo synthetic track in
a cosmic chilltrap genre with atmospheric drum beats, loose pads, deep swing bass, realistic natural flutes like enigma, relaxing mood, synthesizer keys and more. Perfect for spiritual adventure, yoga, tai chi, reiki presentation, self-research documentary, YouTube video and listening every day. The duo
between flute and piano, with a gentle and intimate melody. Classic style and romantic sweetness for your multimedia projects. A bouncy, shimmering cartoon track, with a melody of pizzico strings with carefree flutes and percussion to create And a cheerful mood. Perfectly suited as background music for
fairy tail, narration, children's projects, playful comedy scenes, playful pranks, and more. A playful, funny and energetic orchestral work. Perfect for casual games, kids content, funny racing games, happy pet videos, funny cartoons, animated movies, Easter content, children's campaigns and more. Relax
and relax. It features warm and wide digital synthesizers, an acoustic piano, flute melody, slow drums and percussion. This itinerary is great for relaxing time, organic life, travel videos, presentations and any kind of luxury advertising. &lt; 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 &gt; Page 5 Documentary-style piece
featuring a mix of traditional African musical instruments such as marimba, African flute and tribal drums. Additional distant sound effects create a soft and relaxing atmosphere with a sense of discovery and mystery. An epic soundtrack with Scottish tools and phrases. Using a Scottish boog whistle, a
boog accordion, flutes, vades bagpipes, trap vigor, drum and orchestra. The loving and simplistic naughty kids piece hints at the beauty and happiness featuring guitar, strings and sweet instrumental flute expressions. Very useful for children's or educational purposes. An Uplifting African rhythmic track
featuring tribal ethnic drums and flute. Great for safari videos, wild jungle adventures, travel videos, splash culture, exodus, tropical, islands, sunshine. Impeccable and romantic Indian music without royalties is shaped in a Bollywood cinematic tradition. This spectacular melody is flavoured with the
unusual sounds of sitar, bansuri flute, tabla, tanpura and sarangi. Will perfectly complement documentaries, Indian weddings and romantic love stories. Enjoy! Jazz-funk track includes ambient flutes and synth bass. This safe and sedentful music is great for urban atmosphere, cool fashion show, lavish
and aesthetic productions. The village festival is a loop with an Irish atmosphere, joyful and rhythmic, with authentic strings, flute and violin. Great for country, medieval or Celtic-style projects. Beautiful strings accompanied by acoustic piano, light flute and solo clarinet. Conveys a sense of love, beauty
and commitment. Gentle, dedicated and inspiring. Great for fantasy and legend, romantic video, dream wedding, princess at her first prom, magical moment, Disney-style visuals, bedtime stories, and more. Beautiful new age music in Celtic style. Perfect soundtrack for fantasy world in video games and
movies, underwater sections, fairy unicorn, like highlight for legend, imagination, mystical forest landscapes, etc. A mystical Middle Eastern song that includes clarinet, aharo, dre, zitter, more, guitar, bass and drums. Great for scenes involving the Middle East, Egypt, Afghanistan, Arabs, Syria, Lebanon,
The Great Pyramids, Snake Capt, Magic Carpet, Persian Market, Egypt, Bazaar, Belly Dancing, Desert Sands. An ambient track made of synthesizers, Asian flute and percussion. Good for relaxation videos Videos about nature. It is a very happy and positive reggae track, with sounds of acoustic guitar,
bells, strings and flute. Good for kids mini games, family vacation, leisure time with friends, funny cartoons, etc. A journey into tranquillity is what this route is all about. With flute relaxing whisper pads, it makes the perfect companion for rest, learning yoga, practicing meditation, spa massage, etc. Sitting
on a cloud, and floating happily away is the mood of this beautiful lurch song. The bells play a peaceful harmony of peaceful melodies while the recorders take you on a magical ride. This music works great for some applications. This unique piece of music combines a playful childish melody with an
emotional piano located on a super-modern electronic groove. It sounds powerful, creative, innovative, touching - perfect for your media project! Main instruments: piano, glycanspiel, synth, flute, applause, electronic drums. Traditional African instrumentation such as marimba, African flute and tribal
drums. Additional distant sound effects create a soft and relaxing atmosphere with a sense of discovery and mystery, backed by ethranial poetry and creating a happy and vibrant African theme useful for documentary, travel or cultural themes. A sweet loop with a delightful baroque arrangement and a
slightly majestic feel. Performed by flute and strings. Great for kids video education, stories of knights, poets and poets, great castles and small villages, etc. Grove House is cool and cheerful and uplifting. Features include funky rhythm, sweeping pads and unforgettable synthesizer and flute lines. Positive
track and driving. Selected instruments are flutes and plucked synthesizers. Perfect for casual arcade games. It can be played on a game menu or during a game. Easy mix of country music by banjo, guitars and flutes. Suitable for country scenes, medieval folk festival, early morning village, village life,
travel documentaries, nature videos and any other kind of multimedia projects. A beautiful piano track with flutes creates a magical, inspiring and touching mood. Background music is ideal for presentation, movies, atmospheric videos, documentaries. Exotic atmosphere, and ethnic melody, featuring
Asian instruments, percussion and synthesizers. Great music for YouTube documentary, Travel and Asian Vlogs, New Destination, Tokyo Night Lights, Hong Kong Streets, Chinese Festival, and more. Acoustic guitar and flute combine to evoke feelings of forest birds and tranquillity. It's Indian Atnick, a
meditation track. This track consists of an Indian tabla, a metal tongue drum, an electric guitar, bells, percussion and a careless bass. Great for meditation, travel videos, relaxation vibrations, in-store music and retail background, etc. It is a bright and positive melody, driven by piano, flute, small
percussion bells and by name, as well as orchestral strings and electric guitars. The music is great for company, company/business presentation, and also, can be useful in graphic motion animation. Atmospheric trajectory. An oriental melody played in the flute. A little percussion in the background. Sweet
strings and flute combine to create a pleasant and flowing melody with a light children's-style atmosphere, filled with love, happiness and clarity, offering a pleasant countryside or beautiful surroundings. Positive, sentimental and romantic composition including acoustic guitar, glycanspiel, flute, bass and
percussion. This lovely itinerary is great for public service announcements, rural family vacations, rural ads, feel-good videos, and more. An upbeat home tune with a fresh summer atmosphere. Great for summer vacation, fashion show, YouTube vlogs, lifestyle videos, stylish commercial and more.
Musical instruments: flutes, leads, synthesizer, drums, percussion and funny voice. A dramatic and aggressive soundtrack with a fast-paced chleo beat like the main feature and hybrid drums. Suitable as background music for chase thriller scenes, sudden attack in war games, combat action, and more.
Ideal for providing power and adding some stress in your project. Calm and quiet track in a calm mood. It includes a piano, percussion and Asian flute. Good for relaxation video, yoga, reiki, meditation. Relax and relax. It features warm and wide digital synthesizers, an acoustic piano, flute melody, slow
drums and percussion. This itinerary is great for relaxing time, organic life, travel videos, presentations and any kind of luxury advertising. An inspiring acoustic track with a bright and positive feel, based on a beautiful piano theme, accompanied by acoustic guitars, flutes, hot pads and drums. The overall
friendly and up-to-date mood makes this itinerary a great choice for a wide range of typical enterprise media projects, including corporate promotional videos, training videos, business presentations, product demonstrations, explanatory animation, YouTube ads, as well as any multimedia material related
to businesses related to fun, success and joy. A cheerful, positive loop with a flute tune. Suitable for dynamic videos on different topics. Creates good mood and positive emotions. Enjoy! Serenity but also epis instrumental world music with typical Oriental sounds. It can fit perfectly with documentaries or
excerpts about Asian countries. It can also fit very well with travel videos (Tibet, China, Thailand, Vietnam) and adventure videos as well. He's got some kind of sense-bar Buddha. Percussion, vocals, flute, Baglama, Zither, bass. This music uses soothing flutes and a beautiful melody to get a relaxed and
relaxed atmosphere. The music is smart and sophisticated and still leaves a minimal and positive experience. These features make this music great for a wide range of applications. An easy and friendly listening song performed with acoustic guitar, piano and Celtic flute. Perfect backdrop for any
commercial use, joyous video, happy video project, Irish countryside landscapes, green and renewable energy, education program and more. A dramatic and intense track with high strings and It loops smoothly. A slow and positive part of the New Age. Drums, percussion, electric bass, synthesizer
surface, arpeggiated nylon acoustic guitar, flute, cello. Electronic track around her with beautiful piano, guitar arapagio, electronic drum machine, and flute. Great for sweet home video, relaxation, hygge moment, love, harmony, peace and quiet. An uplifting and warm song for piano and chamber
orchestra. A soft solo piano accompanied by elegant strings and a graceful flute. Fantastic for using projects that need an inspirational soundtrack that is romantically classic, positive and joyful, such as weddings, the birth of a baby and projects that need emotional music to pull the heartstrings. Conveys
love, compassion, romance and tenderness. This cinematic new era music combines modern and relaxing style while simultaneously peaceful and inspiring. The Marimba leads the grazing keys, bouncy bass and dream flute to create a perfect itinerary for travel, nature, cinema, documentary,
commercials and more. Heroic orchestral composition, uplifting and powerful. Begins with a melodic piano, and is built to a huge peak of positive and inspiring feeling. Perfect for adventure film, historical drama, triumphant and triumphant scenes of kindness, theatrical productions, web games, hype
advertising, and other projects with a bright aspect. Soft and light music is performed by Whistler and Khalil. Suitable for romantic video or nature. Classical light flute combines with orchestral strings to create a cosy and warm romantic scene that suggests beauty and tranquillity. It can also work well for
romantic or emotional cinematic background purposes. A modern downtempo synthetic track in a cosmic chilltrap genre with atmospheric drum beats, loose pads, deep swing bass, realistic natural flutes like enigma, relaxing mood, synthesizer keys and more. Perfect for spiritual adventure, yoga, tai chi,
reiki presentation, self-research documentary, YouTube video and listening every day. Serious, innocent instrumental hip-hop. A beautiful melody played in the flute and fills the track with romance and blessings. Flute flows combine with strings with distant church bells creating a melody that hints at the
arrival of Christmas. The track itself is quite relaxed, with lots of uplifting gusts and exciting elements. It is a rhythmic track based on percussion elements along with pan flute melody and synthesizer textures. Mystical and almost tribal audible, it conveys a sense of wonder and optimism without taking
himself too seriously. An upbeat, cheeky melody featuring a featy harp, flowing flute and quirky Pizzicato strings with fun-flowing phrases that combine to create an upbeat animated cartoon character theme suitable for conveying a magical whimsical comic mode for a TV or movie scene that requires
catchy, playful and comic to resemble the odd character. The atmosphere of the unsent mood in the run-up to the preparation for the celebration. Vibrant Egyptian style Blended in with a beat of ska punk. Includes over-propelled electric guitars, rabab, senator, oud lotte, drums, bass, percussion. Great for
scenes involving Egypt, middle east, great pyramids, dancing people, action and adventure, funny travel videos, and more. A calm, light, minimalist, atmospheric and transparent work performed by an electric guitar, flute, marimba and glycanspiel. This track will fit perfectly into a romantic movie, relaxing
video, love story album, family video or any other media project looking for a light heartwarming mood. Energetic Irish folk rock track with a good atmosphere. Includes violin, acoustic guitar, Bodhran, mandolin, whistle, bass, and drums. Great for St Patrick's Day celebrations, Irish pub and bar scenes,
happy to go lucky chase scenes. Colorful world music theme with Greek, Middle Eastern, Balkan and Mexican flavor. Perfect as a movie subject. Melodic and sentimental. Includes accordion, bouzouki, acoustic guitars and flutes. An enchanting and inspiring winter holiday track with rich piano keys, fairy
and string recorders, positive glossy bells, cinematic drums, orchestral horns and brass, sleigh bells, catchy melodies. Perfect for Christmas videos and New Year's celebration, cinematic open or listening every day. A track with an ancient Celtic feel. Smooth strings work with flutes, bassoon, violins,
strings and harp. A minimalist Asian-style Trihope route with a very quiet and peaceful atmosphere. Suitable for projects in need of a light Oriental or Chinese feel, martial arts, kung fu movie, dark streets, dark detectives, a cool, funky beat and a cheerful flute create a warm and positive atmosphere in all
areas. This completes some synthesizer nation pads to add to the atmosphere. Surreal meditation music, calm and beautiful. Will work as well as background music for nature timelapse video, yoga practice, deep relaxation, meditation, spa therapy, Reiki healing practice, inner tranquility. Oriental-style
strings backed by flute softener and tribal drums evoke a sense of travel and Oriental culture. A useful melody for documentary travel, a food theme or a restaurant or to hint at a Chinese Oriental-style background theme. The itinerary includes authentic Oriental oriental instruments such as; Ehud, Oriental
percussion and Chinese gong. &lt; 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 &gt; Page 6 A relaxing work of ethical world music, which is perfect for practicing tai chi, chi gong, karate or other martial arts. You can also use it for Asian travel reports, history and ancient empires or as Oriental themed videos. Gamlan and
Bansuri Khalil create the legendary, somewhat epic slow composition designed to convey slow-motion scenes to demonstration techniques or battle scenes that convey a legendary medieval edge, acne . Very useful for relaxation purposes which may include martial arts or tai chi techniques for oriental
purposes. Sweet acoustic folk music, with guitars, flute, strings, glycanspiel and applause. Great for kids projects, funny cartoons, Videos, and more. Simple ambient section with delicate oriental instrumentation. Ideal for meditation and treatment uses. A deep, resocast sound is tuned for relaxation in a
natural environment. Light acoustic music with a relaxing relaxing atmosphere and tropical atmosphere. Includes piano, marimba, flute, and xylophone. Perfect for your vacation, peace and quiet, etc. It is a bouncy and energetic route featuring traditional Greek and Mediterranean instruments. It would be
nice for vacation or travel videos about Greece, Georgia, Montenegro, Croatia, Cyprus, Israel or Turkey. A funny and cheerful track to create a childlike mood. You can use it for pre-school activities, funny cartoons, mini games, birthday party, show kids etc. A cheerful happy flute plays the main tune. It is
accompanied by piano chords and various percussion instruments that accumulate all over. A dance loop with an easy world feels featuring synth bass, flute, bells, and various percussion instruments. Possible uses can range from happy preparation scenes, workouts, dance videos, etc. An energetic and
cheerful piece in indian ethnic style with themes of hip hop and Bollywood. Sarud Sitar themes a melody with contemporary percussion instruments with traditional Indian drones. A cheerful dance-pop track with ethnic and exotic elements similar to Deep Forest. Great for nature-related projects, dance
performance, tribal lifestyle, behind-the-scenes fashion, wildlife travel, and much more! This itinerary is a real adventurous audio gem from the landscape of an annuled island with a crystal-clear ocean around which soft white sand covers its beaches. It has ethnic tools and motifs, mystery, innocence, a
strong smell of adventure, and a magical sense of a new, fell discovery, hiding somewhere, where men have yet to set their feet. The track includes instruments such as kalimba, pan flute, ethnic percussion, shaker, celeste, harp, vibraphone, applause, strings and much more. Suitable for video games
with curious mood, animations, TV shows on travel and children-related productions. In the style of treasure hunter films like Indiana Jones, Lara Croft and more. Authentic Asian track with modern dance arrangement. A positively traditional oriental melody gives happiness and joy. Perfect for various
media projects, Chinese New Year, Chinatown restaurants, exotic kitchen recipes, souvenir shops, Hong Kong travel trip, sea visit and cute YouTube videos. Very elegant track, 3/4 waltz time. Classical guitar, strings, flute overlap their voices, creating a peaceful and joyful picture. Perfect for any kind of
project. A traditional and authentic Asian melody creates epic global sounds. Great as background music for a joyous celebration of Chinese New Year, history of the Emperor of China, healing methods, Asian culture and events festivals, exploring the global program, touring performances on YouTube,
ethnic dance classes, and thematic exhibition. A light, bouncy and happy track, featuring acoustic And Polly FX. A cheerful flute leads the way, along with various percussion instruments and slow jazz drumming. Great for kids games, funny cartoons, and other things. A cheerful flute plays an inviting
melody, accompanied by bright percussion and pizzicato strings. A hot track that brings up images of nature, childhood and romance. Happy and uplifting Asian track with a simple traditional tune. Suitable for Chinese New Year, Hong Kong travel, Shanghai travel, exotic food deliveries, standby services,
Travelogue on YouTube, children's projects, mobile apps, qigong practice. Romantic enigma-style melodic chillout track. With soft pan flute and solo bells, plus sohanoly ambient synthesizers. This track can be used in games and movies, video projects, as background music for websites and YouTube
videos. A short, light-hearted song with a refined rhythm and good bells for Christmas and every project of the festival. A soft and peaceful track with organic instrumentation and very light acoustic guitars, flute and tasteful percussion. A discreet whistly melody emphasizes an upbeat and hopeful
atmosphere, providing a perfect setting for a morning sunrise or summer mood. Peaceful and mysterious New Age music in the style of Enigma for your original projects. This chill and deep track can serve as a musical backdrop for documentaries, logo entries, relaxation, yoga class, meditation or
YouTube videos at the spa. Take a deep breath and relax. A heartbreaking melodic oriental composition that breaks the boundaries of your imagination. Slow and magical. It makes you reminisce. With acoustic guitar, mandolin, classical guitar and ney flute. Refreshing, light and joyful folk music with



cheerful and optimistic vibrations. Like Irish march music. An uplifting tune with applause, whistles, and 'heys' that would be a perfect fit for a variety of promotional clips, joyous events, commercials, inspirational presentations, family video archives and much more! A blazing and relaxed atmosphere of the
house. Features include a slippery, funky beat, phased synthesizer chords, bells and flute. An optimistic and versatile route. A peaceful and peaceful creation. Background music is perfect for learning, relaxing and meditating. It will also be ideal for quiet moments of life, recreation, theatre productions and
your inspiration! Instrumentally formulated introduction featuring flutes, strings and various percussion instruments. Possible uses can range from safari to animal-themed scenes, introductions, etc. Funny, naughty, funny music. Great for weird background, cunning and humor, cute and kids videos.
Dramatic and emotional New Age music with a beautiful flute and a dream piano. This relaxed and mesmerizing soundtrack will suit your projects well. Slow, retro, easy listening segment. Features voluminous strings and a constant light rate. Ideal for narration, old-school romance, 1950s documentaries,
etc. The peaceful and peaceful music of the New Age is a beautiful combination Serenity meets harmony. The marimba plays a subtle resounding melody and will have the vibraphone reels capture the stage as the music takes the listener on a magical journey and bright and positive piano strings backed
by upbeat drums creates a nice and fresh tune with lots of happy and feel-good elements. Useful to convey hope or success, work together as a team, be loved by family or friends, or achieve the impossible come true dreams. Very good for a happy ending. Heavenly and classic background music in the
style of a classic Hollywood cinema soundtrack. With a soft flute and a light acoustic piano on a string bed that creates a magical mood. Ideal for wedding reception, romantic movies, anniversary presentation, and projects that need a heavenly feel. This corporate piano music is a great combination of
inspiration and meets motivation. The piano plays at a beautiful pace as the recordies provide a sophisticated melody that dances around a beat. A playful and funny track featuring pizzicello strings, xylophone, harp and woodwinds. Great for casual games, and funny videos. Old-school rhythm with sound
effects of shot and catchy jazz piano licks. Smells like something angry, tough but classy at the moment. With an old-school drum beat, jazzy piano, retro flutes and sound effects. Can be used as a beat for rappers, or for projects requiring old-school hip-hop rhythm with enough room for narration or other
sound effects to lie on top of the music. I like to think about what an Italian city would have been like in the 14th century, amid a cavalier atmosphere and village festivals. The route is perfectly completed even if it is not used in the loop. An innovative track featuring an electronic keyboard and modern
drum beats, designed to imply forward thinking and development, technology and development. The melody contains many positive and optimistic elements, making it usable for product design, organizational presentation, or product demonstration. A world music track featuring a hanging drum, flute,
harp and world percussion. Useful for travel guides, jungle or rainforest footage, history, travel and discovery channel. This is a new track of chill with Indian musical instruments and smooth synthesizer sounds. Suitable for meditation, Zen practice, Asana yoga, relaxation, spa treatment etc. A new and
delicate era trajectory. Includes flute, piano and gentle fx. This itinerary is ideal for romance/nostalgia and nature productions. Relax and relax the corporate track featuring real guitars, pianos, drums. This song is perfect for promotional videos, commercials, TV commercials, YouTube videos, corporate
presentations. A commercial tropical itinerary with an inspiring and positive mood. Musical instruments: Tropical house maritas and pianos with drums. Ideal for advertising on TV, radio, movies, movie, foto, party, fashion, holidays, business and travel videos, motivational presentations. A cheerful flute
plays a warm tune, like a child. It's pinned down by a happy piano. And various percussion. An uplifting friendly track is a result, it will definitely bring the spring vibrations to your project. Cool melodic RnB song featuring acoustic piano. Large, wide digital pads become an atmospheric atmosphere. A
digital flute tune plays in the second part of the track. Sensual New Age spiritual music featuring ethnic woodwinds and sparkling bells. Good for the spiritual practice of yoga, zen, meditation, mindfulness, reiki healing massage, relaxation and spa. Hip hop gangsta royalty royalty music free track for your
various purposes. It's cool as a soundtrack for commercials, video games and modern apps, promos and pundim, YouTube channels, social media content, After Effects projects, etc. Its positive vibrations instantly make your projects look and sound like never before! Enjoy! A traditional Celtic-style track
featuring traditional Irish instruments such as Irish violin, dullesimer, whistling face and mary drum. The beat is fast and cheerful, with Irish jig twang making it useful for advertising or a TV advert suggesting laughter, fun and joy in Ireland. Also suitable for adventure productions, incredibly uplifting and
cinematic pitches, medieval castles, knights and fair women, etc. This itinerary is great for ethnic and oriental scenes, desert and Arab landscapes, world tour shows, TV documentaries and more. Percussion: percussion, ethnic flute, synthesizer pads, shaker and Afro tambourine punk track. Drums, Afro
percussion, electric bass, electric guitar, electric organ, brass, flute. A watery new era course. Slow and peaceful. Perfect for meditation, relaxation, reiki, yoga. Features a seductive flute melody, immersive chorus surface and recurring harp motif. Traditional Indian instrumentation such as sitar, sarud,
Indian vocal expressions and Bensuri flute combine to create a unique taste of Indian culture. Mysterious and furious, featuring synthesizers, arpeggiators, sound design and large drums that create a bold and powerful mood. The uplifting orchestral Christmas theme is heartwarming. Emotional strings join
light flutes and brass to convey a mood of happiness and togetherness. Cool future background music with a sour and savoury atmosphere. Perfect for videos with nature, time lapse videos or other inspiring video projects. This track is a mix of styles, including an Enigma-style flute tune, a relaxed
atmosphere with exciting break beats, and natural wildlife sounds. If you need background music for sleep, relaxation, business, meditation, healing, spa, massage, or yoga – this is a great choice for you! Enjoy! Positive music performed by Whistler, acoustic guitar and flute. Background music is suitable
for family videos at home, vacation in the lake, simple life, roadtrips, gardening, fishing time, funny cartoon animations and so on. Easy and soft track. A wide surface sound plays harmony. A harp with a melody to play a flute. Percussion with bass adds a little more action to the track. It's inspiring,
motivating and energetic. Electronic club-style dance music, with a bright and safe mood. An inspiring background track for your lifestyle projects with an exciting sound. Contains analog synthesizers, powerful bass, cool rhythms and club characters. A slightly sad combination of a beautiful piano and flute
melody and bass in the background. Suitable for documentaries, music for love stories, sweet romantic videos, nostalgic mood. Dream track and meditation. Great for projects that need soft background music and artist. &lt; 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 &gt; Page 7 A slow, peaceful and gentle piece. The
romantic song, led by acoustic piano and flute, brings warmth and optimism to many productions. It is a heartbreaking orchestral composition, preventative and dramatic. The melody is based on the piano, violin, flute and cello to create a sad and tragic mood. Ideal for a love story with a broken end of
heart, final credits, and projects where it is necessary to emphasize deep sadness, despair, hopelessness and emptiness. Delightful exotic hip hop/trapp track with Japanese flavour. Suitable for cool urban underscore, Kill Bill style soundtrack, kung fu battle games, or modern visuals. Slow and at viscer
pop rock track with a Western twist. With bass, a heavenly female voice and a strange whistle flute sound. It's attached to light drums. Light orchestral bossa nova featuring drums, percussion, upright bass, nylon guitar, strings, flute, celeste. Christmas friendly. Traditional Chinese New Year song.
Includes electric guitars, various synthesizers, flute, drums and bass. A weird, cheerful lounge/jazz track. With Hammond organ, flute, acoustic bass and various drums and percussion. Very calm in feeling. A cheeky array of devices that include clarinet, xylophone, flute, pizzicato and strings combine to
create playful fun comedy or cartoon-style track, very useful for animation or video game use. Peaceful instrumental with piano, strings and flute. Gives individual and thoughtful feelings inside. Happy Asian spring music, Chinese New Year romance, romantic comedy, travel, cooking show. To accompany
nature scenes, gardens and water. Beautiful and nostalgit, harvest time, family scenes of joy. Funky, melodic and unforgettable house track. Positive and a little cooled, it would be ideal for vlogs, podcasts, and presentations. Free mysterious music and meditation royalty with a soulful Zen atmosphere.
Suitable as a soundtrack for dreams and a peaceful mind, Nidra yoga training, deep relaxation, moments of peace and quiet. A gentle, slightly romantic itinerary featuring a light urban drum loop. Also includes flute, pads, and funky bass. A cheerful, funky summer house track that earns exotic
instrumentation. Flute, acoustic guitar and heavenly vocals all include, along with a steady rhythm and bass. Beautiful Eastern Arabic background music strip with oriental ethnic instruments. Perfect for travel projects, And commercials, video games, catchy visuals. Classical background music is inspiring,
positive and exciting. Perfect for historical films, nature videos, inspiring projects love, timelapse and landscapes, fantasy, trailers, commercials, inspirational speech, vlog with elements of motivation and more. Selected instruments are piano, strings, flutes, choir. An inspiring and optimistic music song
with an uplifting and inspiring sound. It would be a perfect choice for inspirational travel video, adventure journey, explainers, exotic vacation, etc. Traditional classic meets rock! A sweet and romantic melody is divided into two parts. The first is quiet and innocent, with a beautiful flute, the second is more
energetic and emotional with a rock band. Perfectly to highlight romantic scenes and love. A lush, warm and heartwarming choir based on orchestral work. Conveying emotions ranges from sad to uplifting, to nostalgia and gloom. Creates a sense of yearning and appreciation for life. An enchanting and
heavenly song, featuring flute, piano and a gentle choir. Very relaxing and sensual. This is delicate and delicate romantic music with piano and orchestra. Nice track for wedding videos, love stories, romantic episodes, sentimental events and a similar kind of video. Instrumental work with piano, flute and
strings. Positive acoustic music and very happy would be great for cinematic projects, commercials, corporate projects, TV points and radio spots. Short loopable identification, including clarinet, oboe, flute and floppy disk. Perfect for comedy, cartoon animation, children's apps, video games, toys review,
or YouTube vlog. A powerful and dynamic Middle Eastern route, featuring traditional ethnic instrumentation, such as saez and driving pace and percussion. It would be great for travel documentaries, a film about the Arab world, ethnic trips, the issue of the political situation, the culture of countries such as
Turkey, the United Arab Emirates or Iran. Positive track with Celtic melody. Selected musical instruments are synthesizers, guitar and flutes. Good for casual games. It can be played on a game menu or during a game. An enchanting and festive orchestral cinematic track. Good for posting winter holidays,
Christmas-making video, sparkling Christmas advert, arcade game, YouTube or TV show. A very touching tune performed by three flutes. That sounds a little archaic and medieval. Sounds innocent and gently. A fluid, light and cool instrumental production with a smooth chill-out lounge feel. Ideal for
background music for video content of brands, products or services. You will also work perfectly for fashion shows, summer and beach party moods, elevator music, hotel and background spa atmosphere and more. A cheerful, uplifting, corporate song with an unforgettable flute line. Very summery and
light. It also features soft drums and an acoustic guitar. A relaxing, new royalty-free New Age music theme resembles Deep Forest or Enigma. With delicate flutes, nice percussion, pads, electronic organ bass and sonic cuts. Great The beautiful atmospheric sounds, rainforest exploration, nature
documentaries or Asian visualizations. A itinerary that will make you want to discover and travel the world. Perfect for travel videos, cartoons, games, and african romantic themes and documentaries. In the style of Disney Lion King cartoon animation. Acoustic guitars play a relaxed arrangement
accompanied by melodic flute, piano, bass and percussion. Offered for scenes depicting leisure, relaxation and regeneration. Even for reasoned narration, feel-good montages, heartfelt images in presentations. Key of D, 133 bpm catchy, light and elegant instrumental music where traditional Bossa Nova
meets a relaxed funky beat. This beautiful fusion creates a complex and witty mood, which is wonderful for the lounge atmosphere in the restaurant, bar, casino gambling, boutique hotel, scenes of reflection. This contemporary New Age music combines a modern and relaxing style while being peaceful
and dynamic at the same time. The marimba leads the beautiful melody of the flute, softening keys and soft bass to create a perfect route to nature, travel, commercials, film and more. A relaxed and luxurious royalty-free music loop with relaxing female vocals, cool piano, flutes and stylish beats. Best as
background music for fashion videos, hotel lobby, luxury atmosphere, or after-party visuals. Relax and enjoy it. A light and sweet orchestral work. Perfect for video games, cheerful and cheerful videos or child-driven activities and apps. A softening and healing track with natural sounds and bird signature.
Perfect for many relaxation activities, including yoga, meditation, spa or study. Beautiful hip-hop song with vocal cutting and melodic flute. Suitable as a background on sports and fighting. It would also be a good solution for video bloggers, fashion shows and documentary videos. Dark orchestral
suspense segment for TV/film. Timpani Ensemble and Orchestra with Flute and Timpani at the end. Sensitive flute with the best piano for short films Beautiful classical melody performed by flute, guitar and chamber orchestra. A comic and slightly nostalgic song performed by a small orchestra with
mandolin, marimba, guitars, clarinet, flute, bass and percussion. Great for documentary, travel program, advertising, use of comedy projects and so on. An atmospheric and peaceful piece. Heavenly and soothing. Ideal for nature landscapes, spiritual podcasts, relaxation, meditation, yoga spa. With hops
and rate jumps. Classical guitar and flute song, medieval melody. Created for fantasy scenes. A poignant and intimate course, full of sadness and hope in a magical combination. Instrumentation includes piano, strings, pisticto chlu, flute, horn, harp. Suitable for video and cinematic scenes contemporary
orchestral background music from the Middle East, including Dudok, Senator and percussion. It'd be great for a documentary or an Oriental movie, Scenes of desert sands and oasis, a mysterious and chased exotic Arab world. A lively and joyful positive instrumental background music loop with piscato
strings, celeste, piano, flutes and aboub. Background music is perfect for instructional and explaining videos, stop motion animation and cartoons, educational films, DIY and how vids, timelapse etc. This is happy and positive jazz music, full of fun and joy. Great for weird and happy scenes, funny and
funny comic background, fast and uplifting moods, old criminal casino moods, cafes and restaurant backgrounds, lounge bars and more. Piano, strings, flutes and percussion trade motifs in Hollywood's golden age. Offered for happily ever after effect as credits begin to roll in Powerpoint presentations,
home movies, flash animations, etc. Key of E, a 120 beats/minute scary track designed specifically for Halloween projects. A sweet, romantic song reminiscent of the dreamy atmosphere of Japanese anime. The hero of the piano, accompanied by blessings in strings, oboe and flute. This is a chill-out
lounge track that brings you to a comfortable area of your mind. With Indian flavour sounds examples and smooth hot synthesizer rolls and areggiators with a mesmerising drum machine. A cheerful, upbeat guitar tune followed by a brief respite of a pondling flute on a light European acoustic guitar beat,
bass guitar, drums and percussion. Cool, jazzy instrumental background music. Good for all media projects like casino poker game, sniper story, bank robbery, mall, soft videos, vacation, café, TV shows and more. A sweet inspirational loop. Easy listening filled with tenderness and intimacy. Flute
instruments and electric guitar over a subtle texture. This powerful hip-hop fusion music is a powerful mix of drama and emotion. The gritty hip-hop beat compliments a soft flute that dances to the beat. This dramatic music loop is great for a wide range of apps, including video game, sports, flash, ads and
more. A haunting, celestial track, featuring flute, harps and strings. Real world Fx will still complete the course. Very relaxing and spacious, but melodic. A delicate piano tune has completed a light flute tune backed by a positive deep bass sub bass and exciting summer pop-dance track. Accurate sound
and spacy. Music Box creates premium commercial stock music for companies and businesses around the world. Clean bandit style. &lt; 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 &gt; Page 8 Instrumental orchestral pop with the flute plays the melodic motif of the composition. A calm atmospheric work that will fit perfectly
into different projects. Such as all kinds of YouTube videos, nature films, love stories or documentaries or any other media project looking for an elegant and successful mood. Minimal percussion bed with accompanying antique flute. Perfect as a backdrop for a wide range of projects. Ethnic route with an
Asian atmosphere. Great choice for Related to Japan and the Far East. It is a musical sequence containing beautiful melodies and a gentle rhythm. Flute, piano and percussion. The peaceful and warm feeling of flying over Kauai's beautiful waterfalls in a hot air balloon. Relaxed atmospheric synthesizers
combine with a gentle Indian flute to create a glorious surrounding feel. Fun and cool. A melody with a good mood of everyday life. Includes Rhodes keys for piano, xylophone, delicate bells, pizzicello strings and upright bass. Positive music performed by Whistler and Flute. Suitable for funny games and
Christmas video. Summer In Tropics is a light pop/dance song similar to Kygo and other modern dance music. Perfect for holiday videos, travel videos and more! A relaxing flute leads to a track, fea, Turing strings and a gentle piano. This relaxing and invigorating track productions is ideal for any relaxing.
A relaxing modern classical music track with orchestral strings, piano, electric guitar and ethnic flute. The ideal choice for nature films, documentaries, meditation, spa commercials, videos for relaxation. This itinerary will provide a peaceful and peaceful atmosphere for your projects. A peaceful track
featuring an acoustic guitar, with a heavenly flute playing the title role. A relaxing guitar accompanied by alternating perverted melodies with a resounding flute is an uplifting theme that includes piano and orchestra, packed with inspiring harmony. Suitable for use in historical films, timelapse video with
atmospheric nature, motivational presentation, inspirational story, for YouTube vlog and more. This world music unites an island spirit with a modern atmosphere. The exotic marimbas play at a positive tropical pace while the pan flute provides a beautiful tune. A powerful orchestral song with strong rock
drums. Consists of brass, strings, piano and flutes. Great for movies, sports. An exciting and inspiring orchestral song. Starting out quite calmly, it soon becomes an epic-sounding piece, while maintaining a relaxed feel. Ideal for presentations, promotional videos, documentaries, history, games, etc.
Beautiful, inspiring, gentle, atmospheric and relaxing. Great for documentary travel or tourism, advertising, different cultures, world discovery, Asian adventures, ethnic life, and more. An elegant Boemin song was performed with classical guitar and expressive flute, percussion and acoustic drums.
Imagine sipping a sweet coffee in a sidewalk café in central Paris. Modern instrumental music from melodic backgrounds is ideal for restaurants, elegant pubs, hotels and shops. Relaxed chill out an easy listening song performed on digital synthesizers and sampled musical instruments, a combination of
ethnic-style flute, vibraphone and acoustic bass line. Suitable for a documentary. World music energetic and uplifting with positive mood and feeling. High gear percussion flute and string section. Useful for successful corporate visuals, game shows &amp; bargain openers. Optimistic dance Use it
wherever you want to create the upbeat and happy summer mood. A gentle light loop with a harp, 2 block blocks and a maramba. Good for casual games. You can also use projects related to children, nature etc. A positive and uplifting work including physics, marimba and carillophone violins. This
creation will fit perfectly into commercials, movies, any kind of enterprise media projects, YouTube videos, photo albums, vacation movies or any other media project looking optimistic, brilliant and mood-cheerful. Instrumental ethnic chillout track featuring flutes, sarud, percussion, pads and acoustic
drums. Great evocative itinerary for travel channels, TV broadcasts, every chill and playlist lounge at your hotel, resort, club. Great for documentaries, too. A simple and peaceful tune to highlight your scenes. Electronic ethnic Chillout Music Modern orchestral sound combines a delicate piano melody with
a soft and amplification arrangement. The strong strings, flute and violin ensemble form a beautiful tone. The music is working great with a wide range of applications. Relaxing mountain guitars and flute melody quiet and breathing run as the wind over the mountain heather creating a relaxing, peaceful
scene. A calm and peaceful course. Very peaceful and relaxing. Ideal for waiting, tranquillity presentations, spa, study, yoga, reiki, and relaxation. Romantic and relaxed and bright classical music for string orchestra, violin and flute. Great colorful oriental melody to elevate your mood. The main
instruments are flute, more Arabic and background synthesizer. An uplifting, positive pop song. Melody of flute motive, dynamic and animated synthesizers. Perfect for presentations, advertising or video. A positive and very optimistic motivational track with a solo flute. Good for corporate videos or
advertising. A quiet, smoothly flowing melody at a relaxed pace. Main instrument flute, bass guitar and keyboards. Suitable mainly for introduction to documentaries about nature, background projects and more. A beautiful easy listening clarinet combined with flute and guitar creates a sense of peace and
hope, and certain elements can also offer love or regret. A positive, dynamic and uplifting pop track inspired by modern electronic pop. Consists of flute melody, electric guitar, bass guitar, dance drums and many synthesizers. This track is great for YouTube video, movies, games, advertising and more.
An epic orchestral heroic instrumental music song. Great for your adventure movies, RPG/arcade games, video pirates, TV show openers, action scenes, cinematic battles, trailers and other projects! Cool, cool and relaxed lounge track with electric piano, strong bass line, clean guitars and beautiful flute
melody. Will also work in video background for every positive moment in your life, advertisement, commercial TV and TV, entertainment. A fun and cheerful and energetic track, with catchy sound effects and live instruments like piano pads, flute and percussion for a wooden block. Ideal as Music for video
games, motivational organizational training or any creative use. An exotic melody reminiscent of the African jungle. The main instruments are African drums with flute and background keyboards. A heart-filled thrilling track with a melancholy, touching and reflecting melody. Background music is ideal for
romantic movies, trailers, presentation, cinematic background, dramatic moments, soundtrack, promo, presentation, social media. A variety of playful, quirky instrumentation including oboe, flute, bass, and vibraphone combine to create a cunning theme tune designed to bring animation or fictional
character to life. Suitable for legend, Disney production, cute cartoons and more. It's an excellent experimental track for your presentations and various projects. Spectacular parts accompanied by flutes won't leave you indifferent. Enjoy! An epic orchestral track, cinematic, adventure, action, dramatic and
heroic. Perfect for a Movie Trailer, Game or YouTube Video Project. Very good for adventure movies or fantasy movies, hero's superiority, credit sequence movie, documentary. It's a relaxing melody with strings and a flute. Romantic music is very relaxed and gentle for vibraphone, flute, piano and cello.
Best for romantic movies, slide shows and relaxation. A bouncy, joyous acoustic pop loop. Upbeat music with a whistle flute tune, steel guitar riffs, cool bouncy rhythm. Evokes images of a good feel-good spring and a love of summer. Sweet and vibrant, happy sentimental dash. Guitar, accordion, flute,
piccolo, percussion, bass and contra on a very funny track built on a happy and cheerful C. instrumental scale, perfect for use in advertising where children and family are the main characters. Also perfect for children's TV shows or TV channels. A very natural and light loop with warm sound. Acoustic
guitar with glycanspiel melodies, marimba, flute and strings pizzicato for a happy mood. Funny, bouncy back music song. Joie good, happy, kids video and projects. An exciting and emotional ukulele track with a soft, warm Hawaiian guitar. Very sentimental mood. Featuring ukulele, slide guitars, piano,
flute, bells, strings, percussion, drums and acoustic bass. Sitting by the ocean takes the gentle motion of the water and become in deep thought. This romantic sentimental melody is suitable for TV shows and nature documentaries, inner harmony, a peaceful mind, thematic films, moments of anticipation
and reflection. Relaxed and comfortable acoustic people with a sweet and upbeat flute tune. A warm, positive and hopeful loop is able to emphasize love and romantic scenes, friendly nature and road trip, desert walking and sunny atmosphere. A strange mix of musical instruments including piano,
xylophone, drums, clarinet, flute and jazz guitar create the perfect background track for a funny animated comedy scene or cartoon character. The melody has a cheeky rhythm with elements of class and style, perfectly suited to funny Which may include animal mischief or joyous comic moments. An
upbeat and vivid instrumental loop of folk pop with acoustic guitar percussion and an uplifting flute of joy for summer and spring, simple joy and optimism and a calm and lovingly positive and bright optimism in a contemporary sense of happiness. Hopeful romantic scenes, presentation and corporation. A
global song combination of synthesizers and Aboriginal instruments such as Kahlil Reed meden, a horseshoe bracelet of a goat and pieces of nests (original samples taken by me). Song's style is reminiscent of South American Altiplano (high plain) and far east, like China Yellow and exotic lounge route.
A flowing New Age environment for an exotic world of atmosphere, underwater, tranquillity, love and hope. Mesmerizing instrumental with keys, electronic melody, flute. Clear and reflective for a peaceful ball, relaxed mystical scene, presentation, information, web pages of atmosphere, ecological,
dreamlike feeling. Retro cool punk with funky beats, electric guitar licks, flute lines, organ and synth leads. Colorful and emotional energetic track in Celtic style. He has great musical diversity and character. Perfectly suited to inspirational projects, video editing, motivational presentations, heroic video
games, teaser, advertising, trailer, theatrical productions, cinematic productions, etc. Various influences come together in this calm and easy global loop with flute, sounds, unique lidons and bass that moves a little behind. Versatile creation for many applications. &lt; 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 &gt; Page 9
This is a minimal and modern composition full of emotion and nostalgia. Perfect for movies, documentary projects, relaxing time, organic natural products, inspirational videos. With classical acoustic guitars (nylon from a kidnapper), a kabasa, bass and flute sound. Happy and inspiring with a sense of
purpose. Smooth and relaxed lounge track in a relaxed mood. Selected musical instruments are synth and flute references. Good for vacation videos, advertising or presentation. A bright and peaceful, peaceful, heavenly and secular song that will live in the second part with the dialogue between clarinet
and flute on a carpet of strings, synthesizers and percussion. Bright ambient mood of this track is good for presentations. Massive percussion with transitional placed bass and pad, flute, santur flying overhead. Strange and petty theme with marimba, t favor, clarinet and flute. Good for naughty scenes,
funny animals, circus, cartoons, games for kids or casual, short videos, fun etc. Brilliant and experimental track, rich in vibrant dissonance and attracted by an urgent rhythm. Excellent music, not trivial taste. A sunny, cool, uplifting and melodic track in a tropical house with advanced trance and home
impact, including bright piano, futuristic atmospheric leads, synthetic guitars, angelic pads, flutes, good mood and more. Good for every day listening, background for travel and vacation videos. Asian music with Ethnic instruments, global percussion and orchestral instruments. Perfect for use in oriental
films, documentaries about Japan or China, tai chi or qigong practice, travel videos, other exotic projects. African flute, tribal drums and continuous African percussion form a traditionally adventurous African track with many uplifting and joyful elements. The instrumentation conveys African village life and
tourism making it ideal for documentaries and travel. The issue is also highly appropriate as an animal issue or used to represent wildlife. An uplifting, light and light orchestral song. Conveys happiness and a sunny and positive outlook. Evocative female voices, exotic colors and a great suggestion in this
song that mixes the sounds of the north and south of the world. Suitable in the background, for documentaries and films. A gentle acoustic loop, with a subtle melody of the flute and a simple acoustic guitar. Great for videos and background on the answering machine. A soft symphonic orchestral song that
includes piano, pizzicato basses, chléo, strings, horns and a beautiful flute of creation that gives a sense of rebirth, new discovery etc. This elite orchestral background music is great for various cinematic use, mystery, intrigue, awakening, Oriental desert scenes, holy world, secret place, fantasy
adventures or video game preview. In the style of an Avatar soundtrack. It is a relaxed and mysterious work with a flute on a melody. The basis of the song is a number of synthesizers with a rhythm-keeping shaker. He has an Egyptian or a legend of Zelda like to feel it. A cheerful and playful melody
combined with guitars, woodwinds and keyboards similar to falling raindrops. Suitable for any multimedia project. This itinerary is great for ethnic and oriental scenes, marocco desert and Arabian landscapes, world travel shows, exotic documentary TV, Aladdin-style movies, and much more. Musical
instruments and musical instruments: percussion, ethnic flute, synthesizer pads, shakers and a drum. Good, easy chillout track. Includes gentle acoustic guitar and piano melodies. Soft pace and fine pads add a contemporary feel, along with a bit of natural fx. Beautiful orchestral composition written in two
parts. The first part is a classically composed flute accompanied by strings. The second part is arranged by electronic drums and it sounds like modern classical music. Can be used for any creative project. A soft and peaceful symphony that envelops and relaxes. Strings, harp and flute form the main
melodies. Great for many purposes like romantic legend, prince and princess, wedding welcome ceremony, etc. A gentle flute plays quickly throughout with strings in the background to create a cozy atmosphere offering a small animal or a summer day in the meadow. Traditional Chinese composition is
gentle, atmospheric and relaxing with a relaxing and warm feel. With Chinese Guzheng Seither accompanied by hot strings, percussion and other traditional Devices. Great for healing meditation, relaxing practice of thai yoga or chi, spa massage, etc. A slide blues guitar and playful flute combine to create
a rustic and entertaining track designed to bring a sense of mischief and mischief with a deliberate piano. An Asian summer seamlessly combines nature with electronic, mixed together at a melting point of lush sounds found. A very relaxing creation, featuring a mixture of soft instrumentation. Calm and
peaceful with a sming of romance. Great for yoga, reiki or just background music. A fun, cheerful song with a positive emotion and a little weird. Ukulele, electric piano, violin, flute and glucanspiel bring out an innocent and friendly tone. Use anywhere to exert a sense of childishness and pleasure.
Beautiful, sweet, positive and instrumental music song. Great for wedding ceremony, beautiful relationship, romantic TV scenes, build up kiss, commercial sweet and more. The Groove-based jazz-punk segment was inspired by 1970s blaxploitation films and punk. Arrangements including piano, bass,
calvina, flute, vibrations, percussion and drums. A haunting and soothing song based on flute with delicate orchestral percussion, strings and bells. Very relaxing and relaxed. A beautiful dreamy and reflective track with a nostalgic and melanie mood. An ideal tune for romantic projects, dramatic films,
emotional journey. The instruments included are piano, strings, chlo, flute, glycanspiel. The traditional Chinese route meets modern flavours. This cheerful itinerary creates the perfect atmosphere for Chinese New Year holiday gatherings. Cute, flailing, game of melodies in a cheerful melody for kids.
Instrumental parts skip happily before solving the cascading flute/bell sequence. Offers naughty flying creatures in a cartoon or children's game. A lounge track with a smooth electric piano and flutes. Good for relaxation videos or hotel clips. Heartwarming, light and uplifting melody with acoustic piano,
glycanspiel, guitar, bassoon, flute, clarinet, ukulele, accordion and drums. Great for any kind of project related to kids. A light, beautiful and romantic orchestral piece from Belle Époque that will fit perfectly into commercials, history films, family videos, wedding or love story albums. Also good for YouTube
or any other media project looking for an elegant, classic, upbeat and inspiring mood. Dynamic and ethnic guitar composition with South American and flamenco elements (flute, percussion, marimba, accordion). Perfect for ads, travel channels, TV shows. A trip through South America, enthusiastic
dancers under the moonlight. Great for an ad for typical products. Shortcuts are available for cheerful, carefree holiday groove. An electric piano replaces motifs with steel drums between conga, percussion, flutes, piano and bass. Offered to highlight scenes of leisure, celebration, holiday montages. An
enchanting wooden wind track, featuring an oboe and a flute. Slowly and gentlely. Perfect for Romantic and natural productions. A powerful, slightly romantic orchestral melody that models passion, pride and triumph, featuring rising harmonic instrumentation such as orchestral strings, Timpani and
orchestral horns that burst into the scene halfway to the melody and offer a dramatic sense of emotion and faith. When the melody sounds, all our grief and worry are somewhere far away... Solo flute and electric piano. A happy and friendly melody with a magical feel and fairy light. With orchestral strings
and woodwinds. Suitable for background music games, animations or content related to children. A gentle, soft flute melody played on ambient strings and drums an Arabic/Middle Eastern strip piece that combines traditional instruments with a modern beat. With more, Kahlil Reed, Middle Eastern
percussion and drums. The itinerary is well suited to travel projects, documentaries, advertisements and all kinds of videos and visualizations related to Middle Eastern countries. Mexican-style music is easy. Musical instruments are acoustic guitar, bass, flutes, drums, trumpets, Latin percussion. Good for
videos about Mexico, South America, documentary, cooking, travel, vacation and so on. A cheerful and inspiring track with oriental ethnic tools. Suitable for funny videos, Indian Bollywood movies, Desert Trip, and will encourage any project. Instrumental urban hip hop/rap with a dominant flute. This dark
motivational melody with confidence, yet aggressive mood is a great choice for your projects. I hope you liked it. If you've never been to China, now is the time to listen to what Chinese music can sound like in a modern way. I included some traditional Oriental instruments on the track and arranged a
dance style. I hope you celebrate New Year's on the moon in February because now you have this song. An upbeat, uplifting and energetic Chinese New Year-style dance/hip-hop song. Featuring ukulele, bass, synthesizer, guzheng, panflute and other instruments. A magical atmosphere, full of waiting
and childlike wonder, very cinematic. The orchestral texture is notable for its bells, piano, flute and violin. Created for Christmas, this loop is quite suitable even for subtle video and background. This modern corporate music combines elegance and beauty in a simple and sophisticated and easy listening
track. The minimal piano arrangement is accompanied by a touching acoustic guitar and a vocal, while the flute plays a heartwarming tune. Contemporary and classic, beautiful piano and orchestral strings, great for emotional highlights. Perfect for documentaries, movies, commercials. A casual and
flowing track including trumpet, piccolo flute, piano and acoustic guitar. Very elegant And Nala Worries boasts upper class elements and offers a pleasant but slightly cooled mood. Ideal for soap themes, daily background music or inspiring travel documentary scenes. &amp;R&amp;A Loop B including
saxophone, strings, synthesizers and bells. Possible uses can Song loops, reflection scenes, uplifting pieces, etc. Hot midsummer night party track with tropical atmosphere. This song included harmony to the piano, lots of synthesizers, hot bass, Latin percussion and a massive kick. It is perfect for
presentation, ads, YouTube, travel videos, parties. A great dynamic lounge loop for your hottest nights. Saxophone, piano, flute, vibraphone. Great for your hotel lounge, your company's playlist, your TV signal and exotic documentation. An inspiring, atmospheric acoustic track, with a clear cinematic
quality and autumn mood. Based on acoustic guitar and beautiful violins, they were all played by real musicians. It can be used for romantic scenes, documentaries or any production that should be inspiring, suggestive or uplifting. A calm and quiet chillout track with synthesizers and an Asian flute. It
would be nice for videos about nature or documentaries. A dark, mesmerizing and timeless cinematic work without royalties, including piano, strings, flutes, brass and dark percussion instruments and SFX. Ideal for sci-fi suspense content, trailers, horror movies, space visuals or video games. It's a fun
and happy song, ideal background music for advertising, radio commercials, child-related content, YouTube and more. Includes ukulele, acoustic guitars, bells, piano, bass and drums. Ideal for advertising. Cinematic Electronics is an inspiring modern hip-hop track with classical strings. Good choice as
background music for epic projects, personal motivation, large-scale construction, design, architecture, trailer and more. &lt; 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 &gt; Page 10 A very strange and whimsical tune with a broken rhythm will work either a theme for a children's show, a video game or against the backdrop of
a funny scene. A royalty-free world tune from the Middle East, with a festive mood. Made with oriental instruments such as Zorna, Canon, More, Flute No, Cool Darbuka, Arabic percussion and ethnic strings. Great for positive and happy projects, historical documentaries, cultural traditions, holiday travel
shows, and oriental themed projects. This inspiring global sounds will upsmble your unique project. Whether the subject paints a masterpiece, works on arts and crafts, or simply lets imagination and creativity flow. This work by the Chamber Orchestra provides a sophisticated and inspiring soundtrack.
This music on New Age Island combines a beautiful presence with serene energy. The brave fetish tunes combine with soothing flute, lenchi bass and dynamic percussion to make the itinerary perfect for travel, nature, ocean, awareness and more. A laid-back, cool vintage instrumental hip-hop song
featuring chopped female vocal sounds, deep, catchy double bass riffs, wind instruments and piano. Perfect for vlogs, training videos and stylish video productions. It's a positive and inspiring loop for different purposes. Cool as a commercial track, parties and more. This is atmospheric acoustic music, full
of emotion and new Great for upbeat and inspiring projects, social advertising, corporate and business videos, like standby music for different use. This dramatic underscore combines serious sound with bold energy. The haunting bell melodies compliment beautiful flutes, strong strings and thriving
timpani to create a great track for dramas, thrillers, movies, action, trailer and more. Light orchestral track and atmosphere. This piece will fit perfectly for games, movies, cartoons or any other media projects looking for fantasy, a heroic fairytale mood. Tempo medium cute melody with balalayka solo. You
could hear a violin as a cat and a flute as a bird here. A slightly lazy but very strange and cheerful tune actually. Imagine an evening by the beach when the sun goes down but the air is still warm. A warm and sassy classical track played by piano, flute and strings. A fresh new Enigma-style home track.
Features include an unforgettable synthesizer tune, a chilled funky rhythm, and various modern fx. Good for youth/pop and uplifting productions. Charming and mysterious background music from the Middle East or North Africa. Ideally, for your adventure movie a video game about heartbreaking snake
shows, harem-style belly dancing, Aladdin and Gini's lamp, a star night in the Sahara Desert, a slow camel convoy. Also good for travelogue video about Morocco, Dubai or Egyptian pyramids. Latin-inspired energetic rendering of acoustic and electric guitars combined with bass, percussion and delicate
flutes. Offered for leisurely holiday scenes, vacation montages, leisurely photos, holiday pool settings, cafes, light dinner music, underscoring of voiceovers, public service announcements. Key D, 119 beats/min urban background loop. Suitable as a backdrop for romantic and erotic videos. Enjoy! An
ethnic chill track in a light-hearted world is good for the spiritual practice of yoga, zen, meditation, mindfulness, reiki healing massage, relaxation and spa. Classic atmosphere and nostalgic colors in this perfect loop. Piano, harp, flute, chlu, horns, strings for any media requiring a gentle orchestral dash.
Naughty children's segment with a sm of mischief and mystery. Delicate celeste with pisticato strings and flutes. Suggests a small character, in this case a small dog, which can imply friendly fun or a little cute animal. A happy song for use in children's projects: advertising, super short videos,
demonstrations or advertisements on radio and television. Apricots: flute, piano, pipe, drums, bass, marimba, guitar and other musical instruments. A relaxed and light song with beautiful bell, piano and flute tunes. Music bed is perfect for a wide range of applications like presentations, video images,
travelvideos and much more. Fun, cheeky and vibrant orchestral music with glowing strings and playful wooden wind instruments. Innocent, happy and energetic. A happy, upbeat tropical house-style inspiring track gives you energy Strong mood. Best for tv advertising, radio, movies, movie, photo album,
travel videos, motivation, and fun. Rhythm-driven guitar blaxploitation/vintage cinematic punk style piece. The arrangement also includes bass, calvina, vibraphone, flute, percussion and drums. Tempo at 100:00 p.m. Optimistic track, slightly playful and light. Marimba, flute and percussion all feature in this
versatile melody. Electronic cinematic music with modern elements. Ideally for your project! African epic cinematic music with ethnic instruments, choir, wind instruments and strings. Perfect music for your adventure movies, games, exotic travel or video on safari and nature. It's a funny song, with a
ukulele, bass and flute. I hope you liked it. This on one is a loop for different purposes. Cool as a track for medieval commercial videos, and parties. Enjoy! A mysterious royalty-free Oriental orchestral theme that paints images of vast deserts, dusty outdoor markets, oases and trailers. The melody
consists of piano, dudok, harp, wind instruments, flute, nylon guitar, bass guitar, strings, harp and percussion. This mystical track creates a majestic and unforgettable atmosphere perfect for suspenseful movie soundtracks, trailers for adventure films, Arabic documentaries and more. Think of Prince
Persia. African cinematic background music. Perfect for travel channel, video game, documentary adventures, introduction to TV. In the style of Deep Forest, Enigma, the main theme of Global Trekker, Lonely Planet and national geography. Oriental background music with a sense of the Middle East or
India. You can use it for mini games, cartoon animations on Alladin, Ali Baba or Sinbad, exotic wonders, magic lamp and gini. Also good for educational projects, travel, food documentaries and more. Cheerful and joyful melody with piano, whistling, ukulele, chloro, drums and applause. Great for YouTube
videos, photo presentations, commercials, and any project that needs a positive atmosphere. Strings, flute, piano and percussion trade simple, relaxed motifs in an 80-second loop offered to highlight scenes of serenity, harmony, security and a piece of brain. Also for friendly, helpful public service
announcements, commercials, movie soundtracks and media points. Epic cinematic accent with a large orchestra sound building for a grand finale. Background music is ideal for dramatic patriotic films with happy endings, war history documentaries, a good name to finally win against evil, adventure and
others. This serene new era music is a relaxing mix of beautiful vibrations and magical spirits. The bells ring in a soothing melody while the flute takes you for a spin. This music is perfect for travel, awareness, spa, TV and more. This acoustic advertising music combines elegance and beauty in a simple



and sophisticated course. The grand piano arrangement is accompanied by a touching acoustic guitar and a vocal, while the flute plays a heartwarming tune. Hypnotic and warm, the Middle Eastern environment emphasizes with mystical amusement, desert flute, The singing of a beat and a woman.
Sentimental, reflective and hopeful. For a pedestaling romantic exotic drama, an oriental journey and travel documentation. A chill track in a edgy summer, with cool, smooth vibrations and a sexy male voice. Great for high-tech manufacturing, design projects, stylish fashion videos, sunset seat, youth
lifestyle, coaching and running. Spiritual sensual track in ethnic style is good for yoga, spa, mindfulness, meditation, rest, chillout, spiritual, zen, yoga massage, video etc. This corporate acoustic music is an optimistic blend of sophisticated energy and successful vibrations. The ukulele and acoustic
guitarist are listed at a bright pace while Gluck's beautiful melody dances on strings and flutes. Music works great for advertising, explainers, animation, TV and more. Modern comic fun in a positive and optimistic clown style. Bouncy and funny, going easy and happy orchestral track. With pizzicapto
strings, wind ensemble, electronic drums, vibraphone, classical guitar and brass pieces. Dreamy synthesizer sound. It's an Oriental Asian world music track, full of exotic beauty and atmosphere. Great for travel and travel videos, nature landscapes and meditation videos. Also perfect for traditional life
scenes of Japan and China, and ethnic documentaries in the world. This itinerary is great for ethnic and oriental walks, night in the desert, exotic landscapes, world tour shows, relaxation, and meditation. Musical instruments and orchestral instruments: percussion, large okrina, synthesizer pads, shakers
and a bitter drum This beautiful orchestral song conveys a sense of breathtaking charm and wonder. Great for games, documentaries, space, royal majesty, knights, ladies of heart, courage and dignity, nobility, achievement and dedication, time and nature projects. It is an Asian world music track, full of
beauty and exotic atmosphere. Great for travel and travel videos, nature and meditation videos, landscapes, oriental culture, Japanese and Chinese traditions, ethnic documentaries and much more. A heavenly and secular track in classic style, full of elegance and charm. Arapagio continuous piano,
strings, flute, oboe and harp to the touch of class in your multimedia projects. A graceful, perenniating track. Pastoral and peaceful, including violin and heavenly choirs. Great for relaxing and quiet moments. Acoustic guitar, piano, bass, drums, flutes and percussion combine for a new, relaxed broadcast
inspired by the era in a 110-second loop that offered to highlight laid-back images, presentations and video presentations. Key D, 85 bpm A mixture of strings, flute, bells, digital synthesizers creates a sweet and magical atmosphere. Which leads to an unexpected and sometimes dissonant chord series
that leads to the original. For its hypnotic and cinematic nature, this route can be ideal for your multimedia projects. The theme of ethnic music from the Near East and ancient North Africa blended with modern cinematic textures. That Fae. Creates a majestic and unforgettable atmosphere that is perfect
for suspenseful movie soundtrack, dramatic movie trailers, spy movie openers, Assassin's Creed-style games, Arab documentaries and more. It is based on ethnic guitars, strings, chalo, piano, bass, flutes, percussion and wind instruments. A relaxing, new royalty-free route for modern creative projects.
With delicate flutes, a slight hip-hop beat, pads and sonic cuts. Great for the beautiful atmospheric sounds, panoramic photography, nature documentaries or visuals of Asian travel. An enchanting orchestral Christmas tune with a winter holiday atmosphere. Ideal background music for Christmas
presentation, New Year's celebration, holiday gifts to unpack, winter stories, snowflakes on New Year's Eve. Musical instruments are flutes, strings, ringing bells, brass, a children's choir that create a passionate and happy mood. Very cute and naughty track. Great for funny scenes, funny animals, humor
scenes, parody and comedy movies and more. Moods: childish, silly, sweet, amusing, idiotic, fatty, stupid, cunning, lazy, cute and many more. A meditative instrumental song featuring Guzheng, Erhu and a bamboo flute. Suitable for relaxation, meditation or martial arts practice. Also perfect for
presentations, presentations, video blogs and any project dealing with Tai Chi, Chi Gong or China. Stylish and exotic house track. With low buzzing bass, cushion-inducing chords and tropical pan tubes. Will be great for world culture, youth type productions, rainforest, online fashion show, travel videos,
and hot beach parties. The company is listening to a track with piano, silent palm guitar, bass, acoustic guitar, synthesizer and acoustic drums. Perfect for corporate presentations put in a loop, conferences, company meetings and any kind of corporate event. Great for YouTube video as well. Ideal for
advertising agencies looking for the perfect background music for vooice across projects. A melancholy and peaceful Indian soundtrack is shaped in a perfect Bollywood cinematic drama tradition. Used sounds of sitar, sarud, tanforah and bensuri (Indian flute). Will reflect well the mood of your footage,
ethnic documentaries, India travel videos, spa centers promoting clips, Ayurvedic therapy and massage, nature and landscape projects. Thank you for listening and purchasing. This funny and slightly goofy track will work either a theme for a children's show, a video game or against the backdrop of a
funny scene. An exciting melody created using a variety of orchestral instruments provides an upbeat colourful theme that offers Christmas or an exciting magical moment. Great if used for animation or children's movie scene. Perfectly captures the sound of Disney orchestration. &lt; 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 &gt; Page 11 Gothic melody combined with modern rhythms, move the listener into an era of knight fights and Viking raids. Main instruments: choir, Irish flute and synthesizer. Funny Clown is a funny comic song. bouncy, fun, Light and cheerful. Great for funny cartoons, circus videos, comic book
scenes and more. Known in the public sphere Carol Christmas away in a manger played like a waltz, led by flutes and backed by stringed instruments and a choir. Elation is organizational business background music for presentations and documentary authority in need of music and motivation. This
elegant background music has a nice minimal atmospheric mood. It is varied and optimistic but very positive and powerful. Piano and guitar delays have a still laid-back and motivational pop-rock vib. An evocative piece of music, similar in Thomas Newman style, played almost entirely on the Marimba.
There is a strong sense of narrative to the track despite its simple instrumentation and it would be perfect for any modern drama. An epic, energetic, dramatic and adventurous orchestral track with Spicetto strings, skyrocketing horns and powerful percussion. Fantastic for conveying an uplifting, inspiring
atmosphere in caravans, travel-themed productions and games. Great cinematic music and beautiful oriental in the style of Geisha's memoirs. Performing with strings, harps, flutes, timpani and epic drums. Best for historical films, documentary travel, trailers, visuals and epic scenery. Thoughtful and
inspiring light pop featuring dreamy guitars, hot bass, atmospheric synthesizers and drums. A peaceful and positive track is great for movies and videos, documentaries, commercials, travel videos and more. Uplifting composition for your big projects. This is a musical sequence on electronic style music to
serve as the basis for a video game. The work contains three separate melodies: the first played by a flute. - The second row with a piano and a sharp Synth companion. - The third is the refusal. A dark and scary meze featuring piano strings, a female synthesizer voice and a breathing flute. Brings the
mysterious feeling to your project. Bright and cheerful children's music, with a happy, naïve and uplifting feel. Perfect for education videos, funny cartoon animation, games for kids, celebration of birthday party. Good for commercials and entertainment, too. A relaxed cinematic composition that includes a
Celtic-flavored orchestral theme. An ideal underscore for fantasy films or fairytale storylines, distant dreams, a magical story, traditional Gaelic documentaries, a beautiful nature landscape. It is based on piano, guitar, dullesimer, harp, strings, harp, harp, viola, bass, solo strings, flute, bells, percussion,
drums and more. Similar to the HBO series of Game of Thrones. The electronic dance hall style is mixed with an Arabic and Middle Eastern tune, featuring accordion, Oriental flutes, darbuka and other ethnic percussion. Cool to use for dynamic comedy, funny chase scenes or Oriental action movie. An
easy, complex and sophisticated classical orchestral track with vibrant spicetto strings and vibrant wooden wind instruments. Great for conveying unlimited imagination, creativity and intelligence. Romantic atmosphere A free Indian soundtrack is flawlessly designed in the Bollywood cinematic tradition. A
spectacular and magical work, dazzling and magical, it is flavored with the extraordinary sounds of sitar, bansuri (Indian flute), tabla, tanpura and acoustic guitar. This itinerary will be best suited for travel and nature films, Indian wedding and romantic stories, ethnic trailers, lifestyle projects or as a
beautiful, meditative backdrop for video projects. Thank you for listening and purchasing. A corporate music track with a motivational and inspiring feel. Perfect for successful style businesses, advertising projects, high-tech product review, motivation and enterprise projects, advertisements, presentations.
Background music performed by the Classical Orchestra. This melody evokes a sense of elegance, happiness and adventure. Great for commercials, trailers for Hollywood movies, inspirational stories, great achievements and triumphs. A theme loop with the end of the war like a feeling featuring brass,
strings, flute, and acoustic guitar. Possible uses can range from battle scenes, buildup, depictions of war, etc. An uplifting, elegant and inspiring song by the Chamber Orchestra. Adds a sense of style and sophistication to each project. This beautiful and traditional Christmas itinerary has the spirit of
Christmas and made specifically for the winter holiday season. It included acoustic guitars, strings, flute, organ and various percussion instruments. Ideal for creating a festive mood for any project. Lush, rich and romantic strings and a cholo slo performed by the Symphony Orchestra, with the right touch
of Tchaikovsky. This majestic and majestic soundtrack will be great for romantic films, moments of passion, eternal love, dramatic scenes, ballet music etc. Post-atmospheric rock track with electric guitars, drums, bass and synthesizers. Use everywhere emotional sensation and reflection should be
activated. The title really says it all. A combination of beautiful light instrumentality featuring bells, a gentle piano, and a lively acoustic guitar. The track was designed to convey a cute and sweet feel, while containing playful happy elements making it useful for children, educational projects or animal-
themed. A light song and nala worries with acoustic guitar, light drums and a friendly melody. A bright background track for presentations, standby, and much more. Jolly Pirate Roger - epic heroic orchestral music about pirates and sea hiker. Cinematic style, like the dead Pirates of the Caribbean, tells no
stories. Instruments: orchestra, churlé, violin, flute, fisquito strings, wind instruments, epic drums. Best for trailers, movies, video or mobile games, for drunken dancing. Medieval Celtic section. Perfect for conveying a strange sense of sadness, gah and wonder. Tribal rhythms and sacs, short notes of pan
flute for a full dip in a wild and exotic environment. Suitable for documentaries and films. An upbeat and uplifting track of friendship, including glycanspiel, piano strings and light percussion. Very much And inspiring. An epic orchestral theme with ethnic Chinese instruments such as Erhu, Chinese drums
and bamboo flute. Suitable for kung fu and traditional martial arts training. Also perfect for trailers, video blogs and any project dealing with Asia and China. A dark and strange cinematic sound with a deep mood and doubt and percussion rhythm repeats itself. Suitable for samcading on mystery scenes,
unanswered questions, ancient cultures, conspiracy theory etc. In this orchestral work there is a sense of bittersweet melancholy and eternal serenity. Featuring piano, flute, harp, audible strings. Perfect as background music for dramatic films, theatrical performance, sad biographical documentaries,
emotional storylies and other sentimental projects. A flowing New Age route with a slight tropical feel. Includes pan pipe, harp arapagio and soft fresh, sparkling pads. Good for meditation, yoga classes, Zen moments, spa, retreats, relaxing videos in nature etc. Very simple, light and playable music in a
traditional folk dance style. Perfect background music to set the tone for different entertainment or children's projects. Like a circus, a carcell, a carnival, a cheerful anniversary and so on. Electronic music track. Great for background music, internet, video, presentations, high-tech videos, technical sports
scenes, dance floors and even listening. A winning and dramatic epic melody merges folk styles of Celtic fantasy, Viking Slavic music. Instruments: Orchestra - strings, wind instruments, woodwinds, epic drums, solo violin and flute. Best for medieval fantasy games and movies. A match for the Pirates of
the Caribbean soundtrack. A gentle, bright reggae track. Includes a synth flute, calimba and a reggae groove for the lounge. This exotic mood will certainly create an unusually chaotic, yet insodating and peaceful atmosphere for your project. This trajectory fits with a detective's comic moments in your
project. A dramatic gentle melody for romantic stories, wedding projects, trailers, motivational speeches, nature and travel. An emotional, magical and royal mood will give your projects more breath and atmosphere. Selected instruments: soft piano, bright strings, chly, viola, violins, choir, flute. A deep and
meaningful cinematic composition with an emotional melody of flute and harmonies, accompanied by piano, woodwinds and the sound of a heavenly cushion. Passionate and touching music for movies, trailers, TV and documentaries. Traditional Scottish instrumentation such as Celtic Harp and Celtic
Whistle combine to create a pleasant and fluid tune of the Scottish Highlands, featuring double bass and string. The melody itself contains emotional and traditional Scottish aspects that transport the Highland Scottish Mountains and the countryside. A sophisticated chamber orchestra and glory with a
complex rhythmic atmosphere to convey the passage of time. A simple pattern of spicetto strings builds slowly to include woodwinds, brass and percussion. Compose at 120BPM to easily sync with Clock or videos. A dreamy and inspiring part jazz song featuring Rhodes piano, guitar solos, beautiful
strings, a solo flute with an intimate atmosphere, bass guitar and drums. Great for commercials, TV shows, movies, documentaries and videos with a romantic, invigorating, inspiring and emotional feel. A festive orchestral score, enjoyable, uplifting and despised, full of wonder and childlike innocence.
Great for trailers, presentations and projects that need a handful of Hollywood Christmas. A festive, uplifting waltz shimmers in a wintry atmosphere. Welcome to Christmas time. This music combines a peaceful presence with soothing energy. The beautiful bell melodies dance on a resounding style while
the flute and the halum bass create the atmosphere. This music works great for a wide range of projects including ads, TV, animation and more. An evocative piece of music, similar in Thomas Newman style, played almost entirely on the Marimba. There is a strong sense of narrative to the track despite
its simple instrumentation and it would be perfect for any modern drama. Soft acoustic instruments wrapped in colorful ambient rinses create a mild sense of escape and luxury. The melody itself is very fluid and relaxing, making it useful for short trips, documentary or video shooting to show reels to
convey relaxation and chilled atmosphere. This original itinerary defines the mood and gives the feeling of the joy of the holiday season, written in baroque style like Bach, Mozart or Haydn. A classic and elegant music track is very easy. Bright and cheerful music performed by the orchestra. Festive music
with pizzicato strings and lots of bells creates a festive, New Year and Christmas atmosphere. A magical xylophone while notes backed up sweeping soft strings and choral singing create an exciting Christmas fantasy-style tune designed to convey happiness and the magical feeling that Christmas brings.
The melody itself immediately offers a soft and loving sense of Christmas , then gradually builds up as the instrumentation is combined to create an amazing instrumental clade. It is excellent if used with advertising for TV commercials to hint at love and sharing or convey love and happiness. Very useful
for small projects and Christmas theme or videos. A lively and uplifting orchestral performance of the ever-popular festive Christmas carol. Slow pace with construction theme. Lead by flute then backed up with some guitar through. Inspired by angelic people building a heavenly structure. Now that's cool.
Really nice track to dance / rumba L. Brilliant, positive, confident, invigorating, inspiring and uplifting minimal corporate tech music. Good for inspirational videos, media projects, society, life and travel, motivational start-up video production, websites. A fantasy orchestral song about knights, dungeons and
dragons, medieval adventures, legends of the Midlands. Mood: ancient, brave, heroic, magic, elves, magician, dreamy, epic, adventure, action, romantic, Heroic. Instruments: guitar, oboe, churlé, violin, orchestra, flute, fisitto strings, wind instruments. An inspiring and uplifting track featuring acoustic
guitar, electric guitar, piano, strings, synthesizer, glycanspiel, bass guitar and drums. This emotional and invigorating track is great for trailers, commercials, motivational videos, organizational uses, product promos, presentations, TV, radio and movies. A cheerful song and happy to go lucky, featuring
piano, flute and a slight rear beat. Great for many light productions. A dramatic and passionate song brings up a discussion between flute and violin on the basis of bass and piano, led by castants and applause on drums. Ideal to emphasize drama, passion, character for filmmaking, videos or any project.
Cool fusion track and hip. Combining the instrumentation and styles of Gypsy, African and European music. Perfect as a background, title screen, menu screen, or a wide variety of video projects. A soothing and relaxing melody loop. Performing with piano, acoustic guitar, bass, drums, flute and steel
guitar. &lt; 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 11
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